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A VOG-GC
SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division

(Airmobile) for Period ftding 31 July 1969, RCS FR45 (Ri) u)

SETION I

OPEATIONS - SIGIFICAr ACTIVITIE

A. (U) C i On 25 Way 1969, Major General Johr M. Wight, Jr.
assumed command of this Division.

B. (c) g,

1. During this reporting period the Division continued its policy
that all combat operations would be conducted in coordination and
cooperation with the let ARVN Division commanded by Major Ceneral
Troung and Thua Thien Province Forces commanded by Colonel Thanh.

2. The chronological sequence P! combat operations for the period
I May - 31 July 1969 is as followst

a. Operation KENTUCKY JUNPER (1 March - continuing) - a Division-
wide operation - was initiated at the termination of Operation NEVADA
EAGLE and continued through the reporting period. The primary missions
of the operation are to interdict enemy base areas and infiltration
routes; to seek out and destroy the NVA/M forces; to detect, capture
or destroy local Viet Cong Infrastructure and their sympathizers; and
to disrupt the routes of supply' between the rice producing lowlands
and population centers. and the mountain base areas. In addition the
101st Airborne Division in cooperation and coordination with the let
ARVN Division and Government of Vietnam agencies continued to conduct
combined operations throughout Thu& Thien Province to increase the
effectiveness of the ARVN Forces and to maintain the favorable
environment for the Governmrant of Vietnam's overall pacification plan.
All of the following Brigade and Battalion operations are a part
of the overall Division Operation KETUCKY JUNJ s Massachusetts
Striker, Bristol Boots, Apache Snow, Hiontgomery Rendezvous, and
Campbell Streamer.

b. Operation MAACHSETTS STRIEM (1 March - 8 May 1969).

(1) Task Organizations 3d hRVU Regimmt

1-501 Inf 1-3 ARVN Bn (28 April 8 Xq)
1-502 nf 2-3 ARV B(15 anh 12 April)
2-327 In 3-3 ARVN (15 lrch -27 April)
2-501 3f 4-3 ARw n (1 2April - y)

Black Panther Co (1 April - 21 April
RCN Co, 54th ARVY Regt (7 April -

U April)

1 DOWNGAOD AT 3 YEAR UTIWALS;
, .CLASSIII AITIE 12 YEAS.

INL 0 JIN IDENTIAL 90 m S200.10
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Braade Control

1-321 Arty (GSR) B/-40) Arty (1 March - 5 March)
B/326 Mod Bn B/6-33 Arty (1 March - 5 March)
C/3 26 kwr Rn C/2-11 k-ty (1 March - 1.4 4pril)
Suipport T&Az, rl~t Sig Rn A/2-1.1 Arty (1 March - 30 April)
2d FS5E B/2-11 krty (1 March - 30 April)
Team 2, 101 MID A/2-94 Arty 'I March - 5 March)
47 Inf Plat (Scoit Dog) ELements or '7tlh Fleat
2/101 HP 7th Tactical Air Force and ist
34 PIO Marine Air .Jing
TACP 20 TA
c/lol AHB (6 April - 8 Kay)

(2) Operation Massachusetts Striker continued to emrclusion during
'.his reporting period. The mission was to ccnduct -.mtined airmob*le
operations in the vicinity of the Southern A Shau Valley and astride
Highway 614, to locate and destroy enes forces, cscv.es, and lines cf
coumications. Throughout the operation several fire -ases were
constructed -- WHI, FURY, THO)R, FIJ, LASH, and SI!UD - with the
awcelerated Zire base construction concept extending the Division's
area of influence into the northwest corner of Qumng Nam Province.
Reconnaissance in force operations in the area of operations yielded
several large caches which depleted the enam's arsenal and his
capability of launching offenisive operations in Thua Thien and Quang
Nam Provinces.

On 1 May the lst Battalion, 502 Infantry reacted rapidly to
captured documents and subsequent readouts to discover a hospital
complex and a heavy machine repair shop near the Laotian Border
which yielded over 100 pounds of medical suppliis, eight vehicles,
and ten weapons. On 6 May 1-502 combat assaulced into an area
five kilometers from the Iwtian Border again in response to
intelligence reports and discovered a rectntly used medical aid
station that contained eighteen weapons and forty cases of medical
s'ipplies. This operation was concluded on 8 Ma 1969 with the
following results: 175 NVA/C KIA, 2 NVA POW's, 1 HDI CHANH,
857 individual weapons captured, in additior to 40 crew-served
weapons and 30 vehicles captured.

c. Operation ERITOL BOOT (25 April - IS May 1969).

(1) Task Organization:

1-327 Inf A/326 Rngr Bn (DS)
2-327 Int A/101 AHB (DS)

2
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2-502 Inf (Reinf) FSS3
176 RF Conpvry A/501 Sig Bn (MB)

3-5 Cav (-) (Reinf) e1 Maint B. (Ds)
C/2-34 Arm (-) 1A46S n(s
Ist Bde Sety Plat HM (-), 1st Bde

42 In P at (Sn?)
Brigad2 Cotrol 557 Inf Plat (T)

1/10. HP Co
2-320 Arty (D) 1/265 RIW ( )

B/2-1.38 Arty l55m W? ((ER) TAC? 20 T=,~
B/1-83 Arty 8" &-' (OSR) MET DS (DS)

B/2-17 Cav (M~)

(2) Intellience galned prior to the initiation of Operation
BRISTOL BOOTS indicated tst the 4th and 5th NVA Regiments wersa using
the Ruong Ruong Valley and surrounding areas as supply lines a'd
food producing areas for eneW units to the east of Quang Nam
Province %nd to the north in Thua ?hiae Province's Pha Loc District.
The missi. assigned to the maneuver elements was to construct fire
support bases and to conduct multiple reconnaissance in force operations
in their ansigned area of operation to Iricate and destroy enem forces,
installations, equipment and supplies.

On 25 April elements of the 2d Battalion, 327 Infantry began its
assaults into thi- Ruong Ruong Valley followed by elements of the
3-5 Cavalry wich began road clearing operations south along QL-545
toward the Ruong Ruong Valley on 26 April. Aggessive reconnaiwsance
in force operations were conducted by the maneuver elements throughout
the operation, but only minimal enea contact-trail watchers and
snipers--was experienced. Road clearing operations were curtailed on
2 May when 3-5 Cav (-) became OPIW to the 101st Airborne Division
for future operations in the A Shau Valle7. On 8 Va7 a serien of
OIOOK shifts took plce: 1-327 and 2-502 became OPCCN to the 2d
Brigade while 1-502 and 1-501 became OPOON to -the let Brigade. In
addition the area of operation was expnded to include a reconnaissance
zone along the laotian Border and Base Area 607. As the maneuver
elements of the ist Brigade moved into this area the enaW withdrew
to the west into laos.

Operation BRISTOL BOT was terminated premature4 on 15 May as
the 1st Brigade, with 1-501 and 1-502, was redeployed to Tan Wy
where it became OPCON to the Americal Divisicn in Operation LAW
PLAD, Throughout the twenty-ome day operation contact was light
and sporadic. It was determined that no large concentrations of
ene forces or installations were in the Ruomg Rwmg Valley. Results
of the operation weres seven NVA killed, one prisoner of war, and
sixtetm individual weapons captured. Friendly losses were five

3
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killed and thirty-four wounded.

d. Operation APACH; SNOW (10 May - 7 June 1969)

(1) Task Organization: id ARYN RefAmnt

2-506 In (-) 2-i ARIW Bn w/,O Party
3-187 Inf 3-1 ARVW En v/O Party

A/2-506 OPClO (18-21 May) 4-1 AlfV n W/FO Party
3-5 Cav Battery 11 ARM Arty (D3)

D/2-506 OPCON Battery 34 ARVN Arty (CSR)
I IN0 Party

Brigde Control

3d ARYN MRE&un
Bde Scty Plat
HCN 1-506 1-3 ARYN Bn w/FO Party
A/2-17 Cay 2-3 ARVN Bn w/CO Party
2-319 Arty (S) 3-3 ARVN En w/F0 Party
C/2-1l Arty (MSR) Battery 12 ARVN Arty (DS)
C/2-94 Arty (CSR)
-/--83 Arty (GP.)
B/326 ~Igr (DS)
A/158 AXE 05~)
B/158 AXE (M)
TACP 20 TASS
58th Set Dog P t
3d F=

(2) Intelligence gained prior to Operation APACM M indicated
that elements of the 6th, 9th, and 29th NVA Regients were using the
Northern A Shau Valley as a primary line of commiatione for me-
ment of maeriel and infiltration of troops to en*q units tbrougout
I Corps Tctical Zone. The mission given to the 3d Brigade Zr4 lt
ARVN Regiment was to conduct airmobile assaults into the Narthern
A Shau Valley in conjumction with the 9th Marines and 3d ARU Reglent
to destroy NVA/fc forces, obstruct eneW routes of egress into Laos,
interdict enemq lines of commmication, and to locate and destroy
eanmy caches.

Prior to D-Day, the lst and 3d ARW Regiments and the 3d Brigade,
131st Airborne Division, constructed three mwtual] supporting fire
bases iu and around the Northern A Sau Valley- FB BRADIZ ('1D 278122),
FE AMBON (TD 355070), and FB CU1RAHM (TC 399949). On D-Day, 10 Way
1969, following TAC Air, artillery, and ARA preparations five maneuver
battalions (three u- 1-5o6 (-), 2-501 (-), and 3-l?; two ARVI - 2-1 (-),
and 4-1) were inserted into fiv separate landing znes along the
laotian Border in the Northern A ShaU Valley. Following the insertion

4
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1p mane-er attalions initiated reconnaissance in force operatione
to the fst and northeast toward the Vl py floor. The insertion f
n ydd-t, -6al ARVN bitr'.ion was accomplished when 2-1 ARVN (-)

-At assaulted anedeeOPO FB TI-1 (YD 253090). The ollowin
JAy 3-1 AR Battalior combat assaulted into the Valley to support
the other maneuver battalns in their reconnaissance In fares
operat ions.

At I1645H, B Company, 3-18 began to receive heavy small et
and machine gun fire from the ridges of Rill 937 marking the begnin g
of the tn day battle for Dong Ap Bia eluntain. Heavy cntact was
experienced by the 3-187 Inrintra and 1-506 Infantry (redirectea to
supporc 3-18i assault on cHe 9i) as both battalions assaulted the
heavil2 fortified e teM capsitions of Don Ap Bia On 19 ry, A

eompany, 2-506 w-ifantth was combat assaulted i-to the NorthernA Shau Valley and became OPCON to 3-187. The following day 2-3
AsN Batalion cmbat assaulted into the Valley t add addtional
support to the attackc

With the support of TA Air, arillery and ARA thiouhout the
ten day period, the 3-18 Infantry with A/2-06 Of ON, 2-501 Infanty,
1-506 enfantry, and 2-3 ARVN successfullt assaulted and drove the
7tt and dh Battalions of the 29th VA Regiment from their mntain
fortress atop Hrill 937 on 20 May. 7he following U7y 3-I87 became

OteN to the 2d Brigade and 2-506 Infant y was returned to 3d
Brigade control.

Thrughout the period 21 May - 7 June 1969 e.eM contact decreasedand discoveries of enea caches increas~d as enamW elements withdrew
from the area into Base Areas in lees. 2-501 in conjunction with A
Troop, 2-17 Car following the capture of Done Ap BIA began pursuit

operations west to the Laotian Border in order to destro the remadngdefenders of Hill 937. On 22 %y, 2-506 with all elements combat

assaulted into FB Airborne and conducted extensive search and
reconaissance ti force operations itn and around F Airborne to
locate NVA Warehouse 54, known to exist in the area.

The 1-506 Infantr7-, f,,Pllown the capture of Dong Ap Pia, conducted
extensive search and clear, In addition to reconnaissance in force
operations, from Done Ap Bia south toward FB Currahee. L-1 ARVN
Battalion moved north and wes extracted on 5 J~ne. 2-3 ARVN moved to
the south to support 2-327 Infantry in reconnnaissance in force
operecions in the southern A Shau Valley.

This operation was brought to a close on 7 June 1969. The smneuver
batalions of the 29th NVA Regiment, in addition to its central head-
qure with organic and attached techntical units, were rendered
ckbat ineffective and forced to witt-.dhav across the border into Laos
Preventing them frcu again using the Northern A Shau Valley as a staging

5
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and storage area for future operations Into I Corps Tactical Zone.
The resultar.t enui losses we:st 691 NVAAC IA, 5 NVA P IW, 241
individlah and 40 crem served weapons, and four trucks captured.
Friendly losses were 78 US KIA, and 536 US WIA.

e. Operation )WTOMK! R3 GMMUI S (8 June 1969 - continuing).

(1) Task Organizationt

Task Organization (B June - 1 Juiy 1969)

2-327 Inf -) 3-5 Cay (-) 2-5o6
C (-)/2-34 Ar-r C/2-327 Inf A(-)/1-5D6
TF See A, B Trp 3-5 Cav 3-7 ARM Cay (APC)

34 Mrimde Control 3d A&VI ResAEt

B/1-506 If? 1-1 ARVWU
Scty flat 4-3 ARVV R
A/2-17 Cay (IS) 2-3 ARVI Bi
2-319 Arty (OS) B-34 Arty
B/326 lhgr Bn (DS)

TAP 2D TAM
3d FS

Task Organization (11 Ju 1969 - continuing)

W~~ 1-27 July) 1-56 13 T L~2 " 23

C/2-34 Awor
D/1-506
3/1-40 Arty 105M S

3d Bri t ad Control 3d ARVM ReEt

B/1-5o6 wf 1-1 ARVN On
scty Pat 4-3 ARiY Bn
A/2-17 Cav (Ma) 2-3 *Am BA
2-319 Art- (IM) 3-7 ARVN Ca, (AM)
B/326 BW Bm (EM) B-34 Arty
B/158 AMB (Ma)
TACP 2 TAM
3d FM

(2) Operation MNTIIT ! MMVOS, controlld by the 3d Drigede

6
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in conjunction with the 3d ARVN Regiment, began on 8 June against the
NVA forces in the high ground to the east of the A Shau Valley
(vicinity FB Airborne) and north of the Rao Lao Valley.

Contact was sporadic until the early morning of 14 June when
the Brigade coman post was attacked by sappers at FB BEtCh!MADU
(See Page 9), and the roll owin day FB CURRAHM received the brunt
of a sapper attack (See Page 9.). The 3-5 Cavalry began armored
cavalry operations in the A Shau Valley on 20 June, but contact
continued to be sporadic with the NVA forces avoiding engagement.
On 28 June the 4th Battalion, lot ARVN Regiment observed a large
force of WA moving south in the open near PB OIRIJLL and called
in TAC Air which accounted for 37 NVA killed. Contact in the high
ground north of the Rao Lao erupted with 1-506 Infantry elements
and those of the 3d ARVN Regiment meeting stiff resistance on 8 July.
On 13 July, 1-327 Infantry was comitted to assist in the area. On
10 July the task organization was changed to support 2d Brigade
operations in the Bach Ma. This operation continues with the primary
ission of interdiction of the lines of cozmwimcations of the NVA

forces in the Rao Lao and A Shau Valleys. Combined totals as of 31
July were 451 KVA/VC KIA, 8 WA POW's, 231 individual and 47
crew-served weapons captured.

f. Operation CAMPHEUL STREAM (13 July 1969 - continuing).

(1) Task Organization-

2d Brigade Control -51 ARW

2-327 Inf 2-501 Inf 1-54 AVIN Bn
2-502 Inf C/3-5 Cay 3-54 ARVN Bn
1-327 Inf (27 July - ) B/2th Arty
C/101 AR ()
1-321 Arty (DS)
0/326 &ig En 06B)

(2) Operation CAMPEUI. SMEAJR was initiated at 130600H with
the combat assault of 2-502 Inf into FB WAM (ZC 063927) followed
by the 1-54 and 3-54 ARVW Battalions into their respective landing
zones. This attack was aimed against the 4th NVA Regiment in the
Bach Me Region. A two phased operation - the first phase a reconnaissance
in zone to the north by the three assaulting elements to locate and
destroy the enew forces on the north side of the BEach lb. Contact
was very light during the first ph.e. The second phase commced en
27 June with the deployment of 1-327 to a screening position south of
the Bach L in Elephant Valley, and the three maneuver battalions
reoriented to the southo On 28 July elements of the 1-54 ARVK Battalion

7
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made the first significant contact by killing 27 NVA and capturing
22 individual and 9 crew-served weapons. This operation continues
witn the maneuver elements conducting detailed searches In zone and
the 1-327 Inf screening to the south. Results as of 31 July 1969
werer 51 NVA/VC KIA, I NVA POW, 27 individual and 14 crew-served
weapons captured.

3. Other Si&nificant Activities:

a. Night Operations: Responding to information supplied by a
local informant, the Recormaisawnce Platoon, 2d Battalion, 327 Infantry
on the night of 16-17 July 1969 set up an ambush (vic coordinates
YD 972142) on a trail running from Troui Village to the mountainous
regions of the Bach Ka (ZC 0792). Aerial reconnaissance ws made of
the area on the afternoon of the 16th and a tentative ambush site
located; the actual ambush site was selected once the platoon moved
into the area. The ambush force was organized into a inverted "L"
with the base to the north and the stem parallel to the trail. This
formation provided for all around security. At 0G30 hours several
small contacts were initiated ln th4 village northeast of the ambush
site and continued sporadically untfl 0330 hours when the ambush
was initiated by three NVA who ran directly into the ambush site
and were engaged. A sweep of the ambush site revealed three more
NVA who were engaged and killed. The platoon then moved back to the
ambush site waiting for first light to make a detailed search. ance
the thorough search had been made the umit moved back to the village
area, their mission completed. The results of the ambush were seven
NVA killed, one NVA prisoner of war, and nine weapons and miscellaneous
equipment capt ed.

On the same night-16-17 July-one platoon from A Company, 2d
Battalion, 327 Infantry conducted a successful ambush in the vicinity
of ZD 168005 which resulted in eight VC killed and seven weapons
captured. On 28 July 1969, another ambush was conducted in the lowlands
by the 2d Platoon, D Compazy, 2d Battalion, 506 Infantry who engaged
six Viet Cong at YD 576266 (6 kilometers southwest of 12 Sally)
killing six Viet Cong and capturing four weapons.

be Sapper Attacks on Division Fire Basest

(1) On the morning of 13 hly 1969 at 0330H Fire Base Airborne was
assaulted on three sides by elements of the 806th WVA Battalion and
the K12 Uipper Battalion suported by 82 mortar and RPG fire.
FB Airborne (YD 355072) is located on the eastern lip of the A Shau
Valley on the north end of a long ridge running parallel to the
Valley, and was defended by A Comanyl, d Battalion, 501 Infantry,
and three artillery batteries--C Battery, 2-11 Artillery (U tubes

a
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155an), C Battery, 2-319 Artillery (4 tubes 105mm), and a composite
battery (4 tubes 105mm) from B and C Batteries, 2-319 Artillery.

After infiltrating through the concertina wire on the north aide
of the perimeter the .tacking force systematically cries-crossed
the northern portion of the fire base tossing satchel charges and
grenades in the bunkers they encountered. By 05OON the enemy attack
had lost impetus and the men of Airborne drove the attacking force
frcm the hill killing forty of the sappers, while suffering twenty-
two killed and sixty-one wounded. In addition five howitzers we"
either damaged or destroyed.

(2) On the night of 14 June FE Berchtesgaden, located an the
eastern lip of the high ground overlooking the A Shau Valley, was
attacked by a force of enemy sappers. The units occupying and defending
?ire Base Berchtesgaden (YD 423012) were the Command Post 2-327 Inf,
Recon/2-327 Inf, Co I (-) 2-327 with one platoon from B/2-327 Inf
attached, B/1-506 (-), 3d Brigade Security Platoon, 3d Brigade
Tactical Commend Post, B/2-319 Artillery (105), C/2-11 Artillery

reconnaissance enemy sappers of C2 and C3 Company of the K-3
Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment initiated an attack on the fire base
using RPG, SA fire, 82mm mortars and satchel charges. The enemy
sappers penetrated the concertina wire after tying down the trip
flares and headed for predesignated targets. Three avenues of
approach were used; one from the northwest, one from the east, and
one from the south across the U&P pad to the Brigade TOC. The
fighting bunkers and battalion comand post more hit as was the
command post and complex of the 3d Brigade eadquarters. Throughout
the attack an intensive barrage of 82mm mortar was directed at the
2-327 command post and bunker line 'ntil 0530 hours preventing these
forces from reinforcing the Brigade command poest.

Friendly artillery was employed from surrounding fire bases
to provide illumination, in addition to the support from Army
Aviation and Air Force. As daylight approached; =Itact was
broken as the enemy pulled back through the .ire leaving behind
thirty-three dead and three prisoner of war. From these prisoners
it was determined that approximately ninety-six NVA had taken part
in the attack. Friendly casualties were eleven killed and forty-
seven wounded.

(3) At 160125 June 1969, an enemy sapper attack was launched
against Fire Support Base Curraee Iocated on the floor of the A
Shau Valley. Units occupying and defending the Fire Support Base
were B, 3, and Comnd Post of 2-502, A/2-319 Artillery (105),

9
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B/2-11 Artillery (155), ARVN Artillery Battery (105), Metro Station,
counter ortar radar section, and a pathfinder detachment. The attack
was triggered by the detection of one sapper who had penetrated the wire
on the west side of the perimeter. The enemy was engaged with smalI arms
fire and M-791s. Immsdiately 81m illumination was provided and direct
fire from the 105am artillery battery was used. At 02D0 hours 75 of
the enes began a series of attacks against the entire rrthwest uide of
the perimeter. Artillery engaged this activity with continuous direct
fire and illumination. A flare ship was on station at 0230 hours to
assist and at 0300 hours ARA Cobras were on station and were employed
until 0630 hours. At 0440 hours the western portion of the perlmeter
came under attack. The reaction force was employed to reinforce the
bunker line. At 0545 hours the northern portion of the perimeter was
attacked and gunships were called to fire within 150 meters of the perimeter
wire. This caused approximatcly 30 enemy to charge the wire firing

P's. At 0500 hours an air resupply of asmmition began to arrive and
was delivered by 0730 hours. Total results were 51 NVA killed, 3 NVA
prisoners of war, with only seven US woxnded of which three were evacuated.

(4) On the right of 19 June elements of the 72d Sapper Go,
4th NVA Regiment attacked Fire Base Tomahawk (ZD 113009) -- located
on QL-J in Phu loc District - occupied by l/C/2-501 and C Battery,
1-138 Artillery (155). Raemy elements- as was indicated in later
prisoner of war interrogation and captured documents-- had made a
thorough reconnaissance of the fire base for several days to detect
weak spots in the perimeter's defenses.

At approximately 0130 hours the Infantry command post located
in the southern most portion of the fire base received the primary
thrust of the sapper attack. Mortar and RPG rounds poured in from
the eastern and southern prtions of the perimeter and onto the
infantry and artillery command posts as the enemy breached the wire
in these areas. Once inside the wire, the sappers moved to key
locations destroying bunkers# exposed equipment and artillery
positions,

At 0230 hours the platoon leader of 1/C/2-501 organized a small force
to regain control of the command post. ARA and med-evaes were on call
throughout the night as was a reaction force organized by the 1-327
Infantry. At 0330 hours the main attack on FB Tomhawk ceased while
harassing fire continued until 0530 hours. At 0430 two platoons
from B/I-327 were moved from PFBRoy to blocking positions to the south
of FB Tomhawk. At 0550 hours the Reconnaissance Platoon, 1-327
was lifted onto FB Tomahawk and swept across the overrun command post
to the southwest, but failed to find esigs-of enea " activity. At
first light elements of C/I-327 were airlifted into the fire base and

also swept to the south and southeast where they found staging positions
for the attack as well as cached rut eacks. The losses suffered by the

10
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enemy were seventeen killed and one prisoner of war; casualties
suffered by friendly forces were thirteen killed and forty woumded.
In addition, three 155mm howitzers were destroyed and one rendered
inoperative.

4. hIem losses during the reporting period:

GONTACTS !Jh MA P_" a! M -- RAN-

XAY 358 720 37 92 4 277 69 12.5785

JUNE 243 ZJ4  4 16 7 129 36 15.0700

JULY 19 2 ,23

TAL 907 U64 85 132 16 528 127 28.94

DWo - BSs M& A) s C C -uBS V11H=W

MAY 222.5 100,011 29,066 30 7

JUNE 760.75 30,179 1,806 22.75 7

JUL 00.5 14,069 10,067 i" 0

TMTAL 1864.00 14,259 40,939 45.50 14

5. Friendly losses during the reporting period:

MAY 162 IA 899 WIA

JUNE 77 IA 428 WIA

JULY 7? XIA 245 WIA

TOTAL 316 XIA 1572 WIA

5. G3 Air activities for the wnths of May, June, and July 1969
includeds

a. Close Air SUpport Sorties flown in the Division AO during the
months of May, June, July 1969:

W m _=_EM

Preplamed Sorties 582 570 577 1729
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Imedlates 322 36 163 521

Combat Sky Spots 233 239 295 767

Flareships 2 2 5 9

Spooky (Gunships) 12 13 6 31

TOTAL SOMTIM 3157
b. There were 62 B52 strikes within the Division AO during the

reporting period.

c. During the -unths of May, June, and July, the 101st Airborne
Division employed a tnl of eight 10,000 pound bomb to construct
a total of five lanu30ng m bbt.

N d. Tactical Air, dropping 5,664 tons of bombs and 39e tons of

napalm, destroyed nmerous enemy buildings, bunkers, storage areas, and
fighting positions. Tactical Air also accounted for 85 NVAtW KA.

C. (C) TRAI=G,

1. The Division Airmooility School under the auspices of the 160th
Aviation Group was conducted twice during the reporting period; the
first, 6-7 June, attendance 27; the second, 18-19 July, attendance
35. There were tw additional schools of one-day duration presented
for the ARVN; the first, on 28 June for 33 personnel and the second,
..on 30 June for 40 pgrsomel. The course is designed to familiarise

selected personnel with the capabilitieo and limitations of the
division aviation support units.

2. The Screaming Eagle Replacement Training School (33$) along
with the Combat Leaders Course (CWC) continued during the reporting
period. Classes at the Combat Leaders Course are for a period of
six dtys. Commencing every bnday with an average of 21 students per
class. The Replacemet Training School is conducted on a continuing
basis avaraging 2480 mn per month. The Combat Leaders Course is
for sml unit leaders, 9-4 and E-5, and it is designed as a refresher
course covering all subjects that a leader should know.

3. Reciprocal Mabile Training continued in the Division with combined
operations being run in all brigades. Smo of the min points that
are stressed during all operations &re combat assaults, use of the
Claymre. mine, patrolling techniques, and use of the scout dog. These
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type operations have proven beneficial to both the ARYN's and LB
personnel.

4. During the reporting period the Division conducted a sch*ol
in rappel training for selected individuals who will act as instructors
to train one plat..on in each brigade in rappel operations.

5. The Division during the reporting period in conjunction with
SSRTS and CIO started a prograa of training Kit Carson Scouts. The
first class of seven (7) Scouts were graduated in June. The Pupose
of the training is to orient the Hoi Chanh's on American tactics,
we4upns and customs. The result of this progra cannot be fuly
evaluated at this time, but there are indications that it in
succesiafu.

-. 0. (C) cHMCA ,

1. General. During Nay, June, and July, the 101st Airborne Division
Chemical Section with operational control of the 2Dth Chemical Detachment
(CBRC) (A3V) and the 10th Chemical Platoon (DS) (Separate) continued its
propram of chemical combat mpport.

2. Operations. During the reporting period, the Division Chemical

Sactio, with attached imits accomplished the followizgi

TYPE~ MW wisiow OFI o
rlame Drop 16 400drum

Airborne Personnel Detecter 93 N/A

TacticU1 CS (f01,5) is 95 amitins

Fougaske alaca2ants 51 Mt5 positions

Aerial Defoltation 114 66?( Gallons

Groumd Defoliati. 25 7752 Gallons

Aerial Insecticide 74 2565 Gallnas

PFT Inspection/Servicing N/A 57/37

Protective ask Inspection X/A 2763

Troops Mowered N/A 1175

10 Teams 13 N/A
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3. New Techniques:

a. Tactical CS in reconnaissance by fire role with Airborne
Fersonnel Detector Missions: The Division Chemical Section in con-

junction with the 2-17th Air Cavalry Squadron is employing tactical
CS on significant readings. It was first tried by using four aircraft
on the "sniffer" mission: one aircraft with an APD mounted, one
Command and Control ship, one gunship for protection and one aircraft
carrying the XDI 5 Cannister Cluster, Tactical CS. The CS munitions
were later relocated on the Consand and Control aircraft to eliminate

the requirement for the fourth aircraft. The C&C ship plots the course

of the sniffer ship and the readings obtained. As soon as one area

is completed, the C&C immediately returns to the area and drops CS
on the sniffer readings while the gunship maintains a position where it
can engage personnel leaving th3 target area. On 6 July this technique
was used and 5 NVA/VC were spotted leaving the target area. The

Funships engaged these personnel with unknown results.

b. Flame drops utilizing the UH-1H helicopter. In order to clear
landing zones of brush and small shrubs, the Division Chemical Section
is presently using T"h-1 -Lircraft to drop three 55 gallon drums of
thickened fuel. The drums are carried externally in salvaged cargo
nets and straps. The entire load is dropped at zero speed and from an altitude
of 250 feet above the ground and is ignited by smoke grenades dropped
from the aircraft. An area approximately 25 meters in diameter is burned
off.

c. Emloyment of incendiary munitions to burn off areas defoliated
with desiccants. In an attempt to start fires in areas where the
vegetation had previously dried by defoliant agent BLUE, the
Division Chemical Section mounted the fabricated grenade rack system
in a UH-1H helicopter and dropped three types of incendiary munitions:
thermite grenades, aerial parachute flares, and boxed WP hand grenades
from this system. Various altitudes and ground speeds were flown to
both concentrate and spread the munitions in the target area. None of
these systems proved satisfactory in producing secondary or sustaining
fires. Due to the moisture content of the vegetation in the 101st
Airborne Division AO, flame drops have failed to initiate large fires.
They are effective only in the area they hit.

E. (C) INTEIEGECE:

1. EneW situation: During the reporting period, the following

information was compiled on the enemy situation.

a. At the beginning of the reporting period, the local force
companies were inactive in their respective districts and had the
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following number of men: CI13, 100; CII4 , 5-1D; C115, 30; C116, 20;
CU.?, 30; CUB, 30; and C19, 20. The Phu Loc Armed Battalinn, with
a strength of approximately 250 men was a fully combat effective unit.
The 5th NVA Regiment with a strength of approximately 1800 men, was
located in its traditional base area southwest of Leech Island,
vicinity YC 7690. However, allied operation Massachusettz Striker
in late April and early May had kept the 5th Regiment off balance
and incapable of massing and launching coordinatea regimantal size
attacks. The 4th NVA Regiment, with a strength of approximately
900 men, was operating in its traditional base area in Phu Loc
District. The 9th NVA Regiment was believed to be located in the
vicinity of Base Area 611 in the northern A Shau Val1-. The 6th NVA
Regiment was unlocated, but suspected to be in the nor'.hwn A hau
Valley area.

b. 1hemy activity during early May remained at a very low level.
NVA forces in the canopy were desperate for food supplies and were
directing their plans toward obtaining as large an amount of the May
rice harvest as possible.

c. During the month of June, enemy activity remained at a low
level until 1O June when Camp Eagle (ID 8218) received 40-50 RPG
rounds. ARA, gunships, Spooky engagda suspected eney location
at coordinates YD 810143 and YD 814138. Elements of the X3 Sapper
Battalion (Probably Kl2 Sapper Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment) attacked
Fire Base Berchtesgaden (YD 435010) on 14 June with =all arms, MG's
satchel charges, arn -22rmz rockets. These two attacks are consistent
with the readouts of documents captured an l-6 My at YD 203053 which
stated that the ene had to protect vital supply lines and attack
Allied fire bases in the A Shau Valley area.

d. The month of July witnessed a possible change in enemy offensive
efforts. The July attacks on several District Headquarters and an
increased rate of rocket attacks against Dmag Da Training Center,
indicated that the enemy is targeting more heavily against South
Vietnamese military and pacification efforts. A Jue agent report
in Quang Nam Province"-and documents captured in the vicinity of Saigon
during early June lend'\support to this theory.

e. At the end of tkis reporting period the local force companies
had increased the leves of activity in their respective districts
with the folwng strengths: C113 and C114 (possiblv combined), 1X;
C115, 50; C316, 2D; C3.17 and C12 (posibly combined, 80-100;
and C119 disbanded. The Phu Lto Mmed Battalion had a strength of
approximately 250 men. A PW captured on 11 July at ID 773017 stated
that the 5th NVA Regiment had recent" received reinforcaents. The

15
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5th Regiment opeations on 16 and 17 July denstrated that it is
a combat effective unit, with approximacely 2000 a. Several PW
reports indicate that the 5th Regimnt base area is still SW of
Leech Island (YD 6588 tu C ?088). The 4th NVA Regiment, with a
strength of approximately 900 men, continues to operate in its
traditional ba areh in Phu Lo District and continueL to evade
contact as Operation Campbell Streamr oved into its second phase.
The 29th NVA Regiment was rendered coat ineffective in operatinnm
on Dong Ap Bia (D 3296). The 9th Battalion, 29th Regiment is still
possibly in the northern A Shau Valley. The 803d Regiment possibly
is still in the Rao Lao River area (I 3292) with two battalions.
The 806th Battalion, 6th NVA Regiment, is located in the vicinity
YD 3310. Elements of tne 7th Front continue to operate in the
vicinity of Base Area 101, in Quang Tri Province.

2. Viet Cong Infrastructure Activities:

a. )by 1969 witnessed a significant rise in the number of Viet
Cong Infrastructure incidents. The rice harvest period of 10-15
Ity was particularly important to enem units operating in the canopied
areas. Agent reports, M' and document readouts had indicated that
the NVA units in 4estern Thua Thien Provirwe were suffering from a
severe shortage of rice, and every effort was beAg de by the WCI/VA
to collect as much of the harvested rice as posaible. After the Spring
rice harvest, VCI incidents returned to slightly above the monthly
average (110-115 incidents).

(1) During the month of )hy, 73 now VI were identi-fied and 53
were eliminated. Of these 53, 4 were of district level or higher.

(2) The following is & table of ICI incidents by district during

may 1969

DISTRICT EWI MOAGA1WA &nTE&UaDM SA OTAGS =KPP TEW 3A

Phong Dien 11 4

Quang Dien 4 3 3

Hong Diaen 3 2

Vinh Lac 4 1

Phu Vang 4

Phu Thu 1

16
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Phu Loc 18 2 5 2 1 2 3

I-ong Thuy 20 5 13 1

iwng Tra 2 . 3

Nam 4D& 3 4 2

±e City 2

Thua Thien (P) 65 17 40 2 1 3 4 (132)

(3) During the manth of Nky, there were 101 contacts in the lowlands;
48 FRI and 53 W1I Ros-lta: 34 W IA, 9 U XIA, 33 U WIA. In addition,
the UI aplI-4r to be attemting to rep2ace cadre eliinAted and to makeI
existing cadre more effective.

b. DurinS the month of Jwme, 157 new I were identified and 85
were eliminated. Of these 85, 22 were sinlificant by MACV reporting
standards.

(1) The following is a table of VCI incidnts by district durlig
June 19691

DISTRICT FINl6S MWGA WptI=M SAMMA~ UMIANG ""9 AW

Phong Dio 3 1 9 1

a Dien 1 1

Huang Dion 1 1 3

Vinh I 4 1 1

Phu Vang 3 2 1

Phu Thu 4 1 2

Phuloc 2D 5 6 1 4 1

MmongTra 1 6 9 1

Rong? T 10 6 9 1 1

Nam lba 1 1 5
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DISTRICT FW~ MGADA Rg=GSWCS 3ATG &UY ING hMM A3

Hue City 1 1 1

Thu Thlen () 48 23 41 1 5 1 5 (124)

(2) During June there were 62 contacts in the lowlands, 33 FRI and
24 ENI. Results: 85 IM KIA and 10 US KIA, 76 US WIA. Although the number
of contacts in the lowlands decreased, contacts were with company sized
enemy elements.

(3) Agent reports, contacts and N reports indicated a steady build up
throughout Phv Thu District. There were numerous reports indicatlng that
the Cl? and CU local force companies had been consolidated and had
received NVA replacements in an attempt to regain control over northern
Phu Thu District and to disrupt Government of Vietnam pacification efforts
in this area. VCI activity increased significantly from two incidents in
Ve.y to seven in June.

(4) Phu Loc and Phong Dien Districts continued to show a high
level of activity during June. Huong Thuy District incidents decreased
from 39 reported during May to 27 during June. The primary reason for
this decrease appeared to be a consolidation effort on the part of
hong Thuy cadre.

c. 1-20 July witnessed a sharp increase in VCI activity in the
lowlands. The reaaon for this increase was CI preparation for the
3eries of ground attacks in the lowlands during the period 15-17 July.

After this July high period of enemy activity, WI incidents (statistics
terminated 20 July) as well as contacts decreased sharply, returning
to the approximate normal rate (25-30 incidents/week).

(i) In addition to attacks on District Headquarters, agent reports,
document readouts and NW reports indicated movement of 5th NVA Regiment
elements across QL-1 in the vicinity of FB Anzio (ID 9307) into Phu
Thu District lowlands to collect rice. VCI activity and numerous
contacts made the area near FB Anzio (YD 927073) the most significant
hot-spot in the lowlands. In the Pha Tnu District lowlands WI

activity and contacts increased sharply indicating an enemy effort
to regain control of this district.

(2) These attacks represented an attempt on the enemy's part
to carry out the July phase of the 'Muer Offensive. It is also
the first time in seven months that the 5th NVA Regiment has oparated
in the lowlands in force.

(3) From 1-20 July 1969, 26 new VCI were identified and 21

O E
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eliminated. Of these 21, two were district-level cadre.

(4) The following is a table of W1 incidents for the period 1-20
July by districtr

DISTRICT FIN/DO FROPAGANDA INrELIGNCE SABOrAGE KNAMPUh M W AiSS

Phong Dien 3 2 5 1

Quang Dion

Huong Dien 1 1

Vinh oc 2 -

Phu Vang 2 1

Phu Thu 2 1 2

Ph loc 7 4 3 84

Huong Tra 5 1

Huong Thay 7 10

Nam Hoa

H City 1

ThuaThin (P) 29 15 23 0 10 7 8 (92)

(4) DurIng the period 1-28 July, there were 190 contacts in the
lowlands, 113FRI and 79 eI. Results, 178 NVA/VC KUA, 23 NVA/VC N,
6 M KIA, and 35 US VIA. This increase can be attributed partially
to a lack of US forces in the lowlands. lbwever, the primry reasons for
this increase were% the 5th NVA Regiment's attempt to operate in the
lowlands, and increased eneW activity as part of the last phase of the
eaneq's "Suor Offensive."

(5) Phu Loc and Huong Thuy Districts were the =at acive districts
through 23 July with 3U and 28 incidents respectively. Muong Dien
District remained at approximtely the high level of June with U
incidents reported. Ph Thu Dietrict also remined at aoppoximately
the June level with 11 incidents reported. Phu Thu District also
remained at approximately the Jine level with five VCI Incidents
reported. The heaviest VCI activity occurred prior to the lowlands

19
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attacks, of 15-17 July. After these attacks, YCI activity decreased
sharply as the W withdrew to the canopied areas to regroup and
reorganize.

3. G2 Air Operations:

a. Relocation of the Imagery Interpretation (II) Section, 101st
Military Intelligence Detachment. The II Section is in the process
of relocating to Phu Bai. This move will enhance the Division's
photo reconnaissance capability since facilities are available there
for photo processing. This capability will allow Army photo
reconnaissance aircraft from the 245th SAC to land at Phu Ba±, deliver
the film directly to the II Section for processing, and prepare for
another mission.

b. Sensorst

(1) On 29 June, the Division obtained exess Dual Blade equipment
from the 3d Marine Division to be employed with this Division's sensor
assets. Equipment obtained included 2XPP3--5 Radar Sets, 3xTVS-2,
Night Observation Devices, 3-1 ton vehicles with mounted search lights,
and 2xPRC-25 Radios.

(2) G2 Air has coordinated with the 3d Marine Division and received
four allocations to their sensor school starting 15 July 1969.
Allocations for future courses have been requested and a tentative
agreement has been obtained.

(3) G2 Air has coordinated the receipt of in-flight readout reports
of out-of-country-sensor activations from an Air Force aerial monitor.

(4) During the reporting period unatttnded ground sensors were
employed in the A Shau Valley to monitor infiltration routes into the
Division AO. Acoustic, seismic, magietic, and infra-red devices
were used. Sensors were eeplaced by aerial delivery from a UH-1H
and by hand emplacing in conjunction with combat operations. PSID's
also have been used with patrols in the valley. Although no specific
EVA has been obtained, numerous activations have been registered and
engaged by artillery.

4. Combined Information Control £lementv

a. Based on statistical analysis it was determined that 15-2D%
of all intelligence reports in the lowlands of Thua Thien Province
were possibly true, but were not exploited by Sector Forces, primarily
because of the lack of nobility. t, ARVM and Sector Forces were
not utilizing all intelligence available, as sufficient coordination
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to pass all intelligence to all agencies was not ex4int.

b. The Combined Information Control Elemnt (CICN) was established
on 20 May to alleviate this problem. CICZ is composed of Goverriment
of Vietnam and US personnel co-located with the Thu. Thien Sector
TC. A Division liaison toa= is maintained at the CICR to insure
a close exchange of intelligence information and coordinate aircraft
requiremts for CICE reaction forces.

d. To date, the Order of Battle Section of the l1st Airborne
Division has provided CICE with targeting information, to include:
pattern analysis of target areas, black lists obtained through
coordination with the Phoenix Comittee, and data base readouts.

5. Weather: DurinR the reporting period the following precipation
data was conpil..d.

a. Precipitation Data:

(1) Climatological:

Monthly Monthly Mbnthly 24 Hour
Minimm Mean mexdm Naxisam

Ihy 0.6 3.3 8.2 5.9

June 0.2 3.8 16.7 11.1

July 0.3 2.0 4.7 4.0

(2) Actual:

Monthly Total 24 Tbur Maxidtzn

May 3.66 1.66

June 3.12 1.53

July 4.73 (Equals Record) 3.13

b. Typhoon Teast Typhoon Tess affected Camp Eagle on 11 July.
The storms closest approach to Camp Eagle was 50 nautical idles and
m-dm winds near the center of the storm at that tae were 45-50 knots.
Camp Eagle received 3.13 inches of rain from Tess. Greater rainfall
amounts were received to the south of the AO. Naxim= winds observed
in tne area were 37 knots at FB Berchtesgaden. Camp Eagle had 22 Imots
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gusts. This was the first tropical storm to affect the area in 21
years of records for TLe during the month of July.

c. Winds of Laos. During June and July strong winds occurred along
the ridgelines in the western part of the AO. These winds affected

the coastal p]3ins on a few days in June, and on five to eight days in
July. The winds are kno%m as the "Winds of laos." ihen they occur
moderate, occasionally sevare mechanical turbulance is present
especially over the mountains. Maximum speeds recorded along the
ridgelines during July were in excess of 45 kmots, and Camp Eagle
30 knots.

1. During the month of May the Division sustained increased
casualties in operations in the A Shau Valley. Assignment priorities
were modified emphasizing the operational missions of the infantry
battalions, giving highest priority to those units engaged in heaviest
contact with the enemy. Increased replacement flow, close monitoring
of assignments cf 11 Series MS personnel, and a thorough evaluation
of utilization of 11 Series MS personnel produced a significant
improvement in the posture of the infantry battalions by 31 July.

2. During the reporting period the Division experienced extensive
personnel turbulence. This was compounded by the casualties mentioned
previously. The infantry battalions averaged 86.9% of authorized
strength on 1 May, and dropped to 81.5% on 31 July. One battalion
dropped to 69% of authorized strength as a result of operations in
the A Shau Valley, but by the end of the period it had recovered
to 82%. Replacements were phased into units with heavy casialties

to preclude inducing a Deros %a*q.

3. During the reporting period a new Co uanding General, Chief
of Staff, G1, G2, G4, and G5 were assigned. The three brigades,
DISCMI and 160th Aviation Group along with eight of ten infantry
battalions, all battalions of Division Artillery, the 326th Mgineer
Battalion and the 501st Signal Battalion also had new com mnders assigned.

4. Replacement flow in the Division amounted to 32.2% of
authorized strength. Officers and warrant officers accounted for

30.0% and enlisted men 32.7% of the Division's authorized strength.
In the critical 11 Series MS, replacements arrived amomnting
to 34.4% of the Division's authorized strength. Losses of U Series
exceeded the gains by 297 men, Added to a cumnlative shortage in
11 Series from the preceding quarter of 624 men, the Division had a
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shortage of 921 1i Series man on 31 July 1969 for the six months then
ended. The Division was unable to relieve this shrurtage fron internal
resources by on the job training. USARV Regulation 600-20O probibite
utilization of an individual as an infantryman unless he has completed
Infantry Advanced Individual Training.

5. During May, June, and July there were no significant trends
noted in the Provost Marshal Office. The use of marijuana within
the Division continues to be a frequent offense although the number
of marijuana offenders during June and July has dropped from the
monthly average of 30 to a monthly total of 21 in each of the last
two sonths of the reporting period. Another frequent offense is in
traffic law enforcement.

6. During the reporting period the 1ist Airborne Division APO
continued to provide postal services at a high rate of efficiency.
The following statistics are shown by months

)"MNZ ORDWIS

Sales Nuber :3ld ubrGahd1

May $1,172,064.36 18,097 1572/$108,294.74

June $,101,053.35 17,021 1581/$106,808.36

July $ --%2xi62.03 1.4 ~ I263J

TOTAL $3,175,279.74 48,758 4648/$317,786.46

DOLWA VALM OF STAM3 S

may $24,275.00

June $24,722.00

July 19110

TOTAL W ,178.OO

FnOW OF MAIL

may 480,4O1 lbs 98,2S8 lbs

June 376,323 lbs 105,989 lbs
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July jkg1.402 lbs 1L .26 ibs

TOTAL 1,278,126 lbs 208,303 lbs

7. During May, June, and July the Nagle Beach recreation area was
placed into full operation. This facility plays i% large role in
maintaining good morale of 101st personnel. The therapeutic effect
of the salt water on the human body tends to heal jungle rot and clean
cuts which are difficult to cure in the jungle. It ci.n accommodate
160 men on standdown, and a total of 1000 personnel orn be accommodated
on the beach drring the day.

8. During the month of May the 101st hosted two Navy malaria research
team in order to make a comparison with the 3d Marine Division. Zxtensive
Wilon-Rdeson Testing for Urinary Chloroquine Metabolites and inter-
viewing of all the subjects tested, revealed some interesting observations.

Those compa&nies in which anti-malarial tablets were distributed by platoon
medics had a considerably higher percentage of regular users than those
companies in which the tablets were distributed by squad leaders. There-
fore, it is advisable to have platoon medics distribute anti-taslarial
tablets to platoon personnel. Those companies that had bee given
the Wilson-Rdeson test by battalion medics showed a higher percentage of
regular users than those who have not been tested regularly. Personnel
who intentionally do not take their anti-malarial pills are rare.
The most comn reason for missing a pill is the fact that nobody
administered pills to the individuals. These observations have been
passed on to all those concerned.

9. During the months of YMy and June the maber of aircraft accidents
increased significantly; 16 during May, 17 during June. During the first
10 days of July there were seven accidents, and from 11-31 July
there were three accidents. A policy was established in June to have
an officer in the grade of major or higher investigate all aircraft
accidents, and to have all aircraft comanders involved in accidents
interviewed by the Assistant Division Comander (Operations),

G . General.

a. Division Support Command continued normal logistical functions
in support of Division operations. Initially operations were supported
logistically from a F5V established at FSB Birmingham. This FSP was
operated by the 2d FUR which also maintained a rear detachment in
support of the 2d Brigade base camp at LZ Saly. At the beginning of
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the reporting period units receiving support from F3B Birminghau
included normal 2d Brigade units; D5/G5 divisional aviation, cav dry,
and artillery units; and selected corps artillery and engineer units.

b. On 17 May 1969, Division Sapport Coumand supported extraction,
mowiment and mrshalling of let Brigade combat battalions redeploying
to Tan Ky to assist the Amzrical Division. During this redeploymt,
Division Support Coinand coordinated the am-halling of company-sized
umite at Corregidor Hook Pad and Phu &I Airfield. The let FM moved
with the brigade to continue to provide logistical support.

c. .Preliminary support for Mntgowery Rendezvu. - Yas provided from
FZB Birmungham and Wyoming Hook Pad. Near the end o!' 'be reporting
period, Division Support Comnand went ahead with plau !or the 3d FW3
to establish a FSV at FS Blaze, YD 542030. The reasciz for establishing
the FSP at Blaze were to provide more responsive suppor, to the 3d
Brigade Forward CP and to reduce the distance between tia forward fire
support base and vhe supported units, thu& affording savings in CH-47
helicopter blade time. The realization of these goals is almost totally
upon continued accessibility of the forward supply pint by road.
The opening of the 73? at Elaze was closely coordinated with the
closing of the FV at FB Birmingham, and on 2D July, fal ecale
support of Operation Montgomery Rendezvous from FM Blaze began. At
the close of tne reporting period a forward refueling arta with a
storage cupacity of 110,000 gallons of JP-4 and & forward AP
containing a two day stockage level of &ll required amitimn vere
in full operation. Final plans were being made to co-loc+te A
forward clearing station from the Nedical attalion with the YMA at
PSi Blaze.

d. On 11 July Division Support Comnd elements reopened the F=
facilities in the let Brigade area of Cam hagle to provide logistical
support to 2d Brigade un s participating in Operation Caqpbell
Streamer. Corregidor Hok Pad once again became a center of resupply
activity, as the 2d 7551 funneled supplies through Corregidor to
units deployed in the Bach Na area on this operation.

2o Transportation.

a. The Division )ovements Control monitored the unit mvemnt of
the let Brigade from "m Rai Airfield and Tam ly Ramp via air and
soalift to Tam Ky and Chu Lai. The lift of the Brigade together
with supporting elemets consisted of sixty-six (66) C-130 aircraft
sorties and one (1) IST. The lift was accomplished over a period of
four days (15-18 Nay 1969).

The following number of personnel and equipment ware wvad on
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dates indicated:

9A-9PX!UIFIMT -(S/r) _

15 May 1969 695 78.4 Air

15 may 1969 70 256.2 Sea

16 Iky 1969 891 224.2 Air

17 May 1969 101 151.8 Air

18 may 1969 34 41.9 Air

Daily C-123 Support (two from Phu Bai to Tam Ky and one from Tam

Ky to Phu Bai) was flown in support of let Brigade administrative
requirements.

bo The Division received approximtely 23,000 short tons of cargo
through the Navy facilities at Tam 4y and Hue Ramp.

c. Aircraft sorties flown in support of the Division.

MKT SRTMI PA CARGO LMi)

May 2213 12032 660

June 2073 13035 5517

July 16963

6611 42030 1W92

3. Aircraft Maintenance.

a. The 5th Transportation Battalion is presently in the process of
adjusting its Authorized Stockage Lists (ASL' s) to more adequately
accommx:ate aircraft repair parts requisitions from the customers.
Through the adjustaents of the Requisitioning Objectives and Reorder
Point, the zero balance of critical items can be reduced.

b. An account with the Logistics Command has ben establishod and
confirmed for the procurement of common hardware used in aircraft

maintenance. This consists of eon n-n-aviation service items not
stocked with any other supply activity in the Division.
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c. To more adequately most the denmls for aircraft engines the
Battalion has been assigned the responsibility by AM to manage a
propositioned stockage of aircraft engines to support organic aircraft
of the Division. This has significantly reduced the previously excessive
NS rate for engines.

d. Comniications. During the reporting period the Battalion
established an administrative and logistics radio teletype (RM) net
between A Compary, 5th Trans Bn (located at CaW Nagle), B Coipeay,
5th Trans Bn (located at Phu Bai), Aviation Material Manage t Center
(AM), Depot A (located at Saign), and AMC Depot B (located at Qui
Nhon). This net will enable the Battalion to exedite requisitioning,
fill, release, and issue of EDP requisitions.

e. Turn in of aircraft. Turn in of crash damaged and combat loss
aircraft has been a matter of great concern to the Division. Any aircraft
that becomes damaged beyond the repair capability of this Battalion most
be turned in to the 34th General Support Group and dropped from
accoumtbility. The process of preparing aircraft for turn in is a
lengthy and somewhat complicated process involving inventories and
the preparation of required paperwork. The aircraft, although not
flyable and not repairable within the Division, remains an asset of
the Division during the turn in process and as such there is no
authorization to requisition a new aircraft until the turn in can be
completed. The turn in procedure may take a few days or longer depending
upon problems encountered in the inventory, paperwork, and/or the
movement of the aircraft to the turn in point. The Battalion is
presently coordinating a system with the 34th GSG which will substantually
reduce the turn in time frame. It is anticipated that this new system
will allow for faster requisition of replacement aircraft and increase
the Division's operational ready percentage of flyable aircraft.

4. Supply.

a. On 2D July a Forward Supply Point was established at Fire Base
Blaze to reduce blade time required for resupply and to provide greater
support flexibility during the coming ensoon. The FSP includes an
8-point refuel pad for slicks (-1H), cobras (AH-lM, and IDH's
(OH-6A) with a 60,000 gallon J?-4 storage capacity. In addition, a
50,000 gallon tank has been emplaced near the hook pad to provide
refueling for Chinooks and Cranes. 500 gallon collapsible dr
are filled from this tank. The hook pad itself is constructed with
PF and can accommoDate over 90 loads at one time. Adjacent to the
hook pad is an aunition storage area constructed with six ber
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capable of storing 2 days of supply for all supported units or 255 tons
of amunition. A -11 Class I pad was erected for storage of C rations,
LRP's, and Sundaries and alan a Class II and IV storage area. The
Blate waterpoint has a capacity for 1500 gallons per hour of purified
water. T3is water is pumped by 426th personnel into 500 gallon
blivets and moved to the hook pad for sling out to forward units.

b. Rigging Operations. Company B, 426th SW Battalion, with
riggers located at all Division Support Conwand pads and several
forward locations, rigged and externally sling loaded approximately
5,875 sorties of Classes I, i & IV, III and V supplies totalling
over 4,000 tons to combat elements of the 101st Airborne Division
on forward fire bases during the reporting period. In addition, 35
sorties of heavy engineer equilment were externally sling loaded in
support of US Navy Seabees at-VsM-Loc- Island. Rigging support was
also provided to units of the lst ARM Division; Over 50Q sorties
were rigged and hooked f:onm FB LaVang in support of ARN atiilsr
units .

c. Improvements in Class III Supply Operations.

(1) The Camp Ragle Class III lard was reopened for package product
distribution on 1 May 1969. This yard serves all Divisional units
in the Camp hagle-Phu Bat area and the 2d Brigade F=Z. In addition, the
yard underwent considerable impirovwnt in Jue. Four slots were
constructed to accomodate 10,000 gallon tanks. The tanks are used to
fill 500 gallon collapsible druma for hook out. Alao added to the
yard were three large bermed areas for filling and storing blivets,
and two bermaed areas for storing package products contained in 55
gallon drus.

(2) To prevent delay in refueling in case of a pwip malfunction
all Div,.aion helicopter refuel pads have been equipped with an
emergency alternate refueling system utilizing 500 gallon bliveat
and 100 W pumps.

(3) All POL supply personnel have been given increased instruction
on pmp operations and maintenance and in eliminating of fire hazards.
Fire extinguishers have been placed at each point with larger
extinguishers placed strategically at each pad. Fire drills and fire
training have been conducted at all refuel points.

d. Project Strip.

(1) A Project Strip Team from USARV inspected the Division Supply
Office to determine the effectiveness of the battalion in eliminating
excess supplies free stocks and also to check the accuracy of inventories
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and location surveye. In addition, the team checked stock control records
to determine whethert

(a) Dues out have been establiehed with bal nes on hand.

(b) Requiitons are cancelled when not requiredo

(e) Appropriate follow-up action has been initiated.

(d) Requisitioning objections have been properly computed.

(2) The results of the Project Strip Team pointed out that the 426th
S&S Battalion:

(a) Had the best storage of supplies and locator system of any of
five divisions inspected.

(b) Had the mallest value of excess identified in any division Se
or SW battalion to date.

(c) Was the only unit inspected to have ac. .ved a perfect score
on a check of items li-ted above#

(3) In conjunction with the USARV Project Strip Program the 426th
Wd Battalion has identified as essea and evacuated approximately
40O tons of supplies, totalling 3.5 million dollars in value during
the reporting period.

e. Ykjor item. During the present reporting period, a nber of
major items shortages within the Division have been resolved. The
shortages of major items are prizarily a result of the conversion of
the Division from the airborne to the airsobile TO&N. A ng the
more notable of major items received against initial shortages aret

20 - 6,000 lb rough terrain forklifts

9 - 5 ton dump trucks

84 - ton jeeps

137 - ton miles

22 - 90)X Recoilless Rifles

33- 8lil Mortars

99 - )*0 Machine gms
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17 - 30YW Generator

5 - 3 ton cranes

102 - RC 292 antennas

106 - Night visior, sight, N/PVS-3

90 - TA 312 telephones

f. Project Edit Challenge. Project Edit/Challenge, another USARV DSU
improvement program which institutes the challenge of high priority
requests and requests for inordinate quantities of nice-to-have items,
continues with an average of seven percent of all reauests received
being rejected as a result of Edit/Challenge procedures.

g. ASL - Demand Satisfaction. The Division Supply Office maintained
an extremely mall authorized stvckage list which averaged about 450 items.
In spite of this notably small AM and the fact that major items can not
be carried on A3, the Division Supply Office has been able to maintain
an average demand accommodation of 49%. The demand satisfaction hovever,
averages at an extremely high 84.4%.

5. Ground Maintenance.

a. Imnediate action on the information provided by the weekly 2406
input from divisional units has resulted in significant reduction of
vehicular deadline rateso A list containing all deadline organizational
repair parts is compiled and circulated to all ME's and selected members
of the Materiel Section. A search is made of all available repair parts
sources and arn parts thus obtained are personally delivered to the unit
requiring thom.

b. The Materiel Section has increased the frequency and magnituide
of technical assistance visits to customer units. These TAV's are directed
toward solution of a specific problem that the customer has.

c. The Technical Supply Platoon has continued the program of retro-
grading ecess repair parts to Da Nang Depot. This prevents the
accumulation of items not required by the Division and makes them
available for requisition by other depot customers. This is especially
importan.., in the area of high dollar value items.

d. The Stock Accounting Section of the Technical Supply Platoon
has initiated a cyclic inventory and quarterly review program. In this
program, the entire A=L is completely inventoried once each quarter and
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all adjustments are made to stock accounting records. The update net
asset position contributes to more effective management of stocks for
better service to the customer.

e. The 801st Maintenance Battalion established vehicle wash points
at Camp 2vans and two at Camp Eagle, one in the lt Brigade area and one
in the base camp area. This has caused an improvement in division vehicle
appearance and maintenance as evidenced by the number of vehicles receiving
a satisfactory rating on Road Side Spot Check Inspections when compared
to lst Quarter results.

f. ARV Materiel Readiness Assistance Team visited the Division and
provided instructions on the preparation and dispostion of TAM form.
Classes were conducted on the preparation of DA Form 2406 (Materiel
Readiness Report) with a total of 129 Division personnel attending.

g. Russian vehicles captured in the A Shau Valley were turned over to
the Battalion, through G5, for rehabilitation. A coumand car aWi three
trucks were rebuilt by the Mechanical MAintenance Platoon and Service
Section and turned back to G5 for distribution to the Province Chief
as a part of the pacification program. The Comand car was presented
to the President of the Republic of Vietnam.

h. LTC Furrier of WE= visited the battalion to discuss artillery
weapons problems. He informed the Armament Platoan that tests are being
conducted to correct the 1w life-span of the present recoil system of
the 1Dae5, )102 Howitzer. He also stated that the rear eight assembly
for the -1-79 Grenade Launcher will be istued as a unit instead of 22
separate parts.

i. Mr. McKsy of CANIUAIR LWIT, the producer of the IK571,
visited the battalion to discuss sApply and maintenance problems and
procedures. He received a comprehensive report from the units and
the Mechanical Maintenance Platoon and informed us that all problems
would be reported to TACOM.

H. (C) CVL

1. During this reporting period, Division pacification efforts
continued to reap beneficial results within Thus Thien Province. While
tactical operations were conducted in the highlands, pacification efforts
were concentrated in the more populated lowlands. 0F/PF forces have
efficiently and effectively assuwd the majority of the security
responsibilities in the lowlands to restore the confidepce of the
population in their ability to provide their own security. This
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confidence has increased local intelligence sources and has enhanced
the refugee resettlement program with 39,220 refugees returning to
their former homes. Division trucks and helicopters assisted in the
movement of the refugees and their household goods.

2. A survey, conducted of all districts within the Province,
revealed that approximatelY 3,000 school desks and benches are required
for all schools in the Province. In an effort to supply these desks
and benches, five Vietnamese carpenters have been employed by the G5.
Section. Also, DIVARTY and 2/17th Cay are supporting this project
with voluntary troop labor.

3. MEDCAP Support. Medical assistance and support wera provided
Lhroughout the Province by both divisional and non-divisional units
with a total of 236 MMCAPs conducted. Twenty-five thousand six
hundred and twelve (25,612) medical patients and 1,053 dental patients
were treated. In May MAG-36 began a weeklyr training session with
Government of Vietnam medical workers. Similar training sessions
during MEDCAP activities are conducted by other MKEAP teams as well.
These training sessions will expand as more Vietnamese medical
facilities and personnel become available. Classes on sanitation and
cf=id care for young women in Phong Dien District were begun in
June by Third Brigade Civic Action personnel. Results will be
evaluated for possible expansion to other districts.

4. Coordination with Civil Officials.

a. On 28 May, the citizens of Con Son Village were recognised for
an ingenious utilization of empty 401mn &munition containers.* A heating
and cooking unit was fabricated from the empty containers with rice
chaff utilized as fuel. The unit is capable of 10 to 12 hours of
burning time before recharging is necessary.

b. On 30 May, Major General Wright, Commanding General, 101st
Airborned Division and Colonel Thanh, Thus Thien Province Chief, attended
the dedication of the Dong Khanh Primary School.

c. Eight additional Soviet made GAZ-63 11 ton trucks were delivered
to Colonel Thanh, Province Chief, in early June. These trucks were for use
as spare parts for three vehicles delivered earlier for civic action work.

d. Quoc Hoc High School held its dedication ceremony for the newly
reconstructed library on 14 June. MG Wright, Conmanding Genwial, 101st
Airborne Division; Mr. Ky, Headmaster of the school; and members of the
official party toured the library after it was officially opened with
a ribbon cutting. MG Wright presented the school with 250 newly purchased
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books on behalf of MAG-36 and school children of Cheshire, Conneticut,
who donated the money.

e. The G5 Section assisted HAi Phue Thien Bao Sinh Orphanage in
establishing a sewing school in June. Twenty young women from all
districts of the Province made up the first class. Since only four
sewing machines were available, a used machine was purchased and
loaded to the orphanage.

f. On 23 June, a cultural dram team visited FB Boy in recognition of
Foreign Forces Day in Vietnam. Following introductions by the Province
S5, local girls from Dong Khanh High School spoke and presented flowers
to the Commanding General, lOlst Airborne Division. They also presented
a 906-minuts music and magic program to the audience.

g. On 9 July, fire destroyed 261 homes in Con Son Village and left
approximately 1,300 individuals homless. The Third Brigade and Division
G5 delivered 8,600 pounds of food to the village on the same day. G5
also furnished 54 salvaged OP medium tents to CORM for use by the
victims of the fire.

5. Major projects completed during the reporting period:

a. Loc Dien Dispensary (YD 972062) (Phu Loc).

b. bAc Hai Market Place (AT 889964) (Phu lc).

c, Itong Tra District Road Repair (7D 727237 - YD 699225) (Huong Tra).

d. An Cuu School Rebuilt (D 7842D4) (Hue).

e. man Hoa Primary School Retuilt (YD 773215) (Hue),

f. Dong Khanh School Addition (YD 788240) (Hte).

g. Nine (9) Phu Thu District Wells (YD 840203 - YD 894213) (Phu Thu)-

h. Quoc Hbc Library Dedication (OD 7642U) (Hue)*

6. Projects initiated prior and completed during the period included
13 achools, 3 village headquarters, 2 marketplaces, 3 dispensaries, and
8 other significant projects for a total of 29 projects.

7. Projects initiated and completed during the period included
2 schools, 3 village headquarters, 4 dispensaries, and 33 other major
projects for a total of 42 projects.
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8. Current ProJects

a. Type of Projects Schools - 26; village headquarters - 6;
dispensaries - 3; marketplaces - 3; orphanages - 6; others - 8;
Total - 52.

b. Projects by Districts: Huong Dien - 2; Phong Dien - 6;
Quang Dien - 2; Hxong Tra - 6; Phu Vang - I0; wong Thq - 8;
Nam HDa- 3; Phu Thu- 1; Vinh Ice - 2; Phu Loc - 6; Hue - 6;
Total - 52.

9. Codit1es issued during the reporting periods

Masonite/F2ywood/Asbestos 394 Sheets

Tin 329 Sheets

Paint 30 Gals

Rebar 1,487 Meters

Cement 1,678 Bags

Sand 234 Cubic Meters

Gravel 154 Cubic Meters

Construction Lumber 7,236 Board Feet

Scrap Lumber 135,560 Board Feet

Food 138,616 lbs

Clothing 3,906 lbs

Vocational Kits 33 kits

Soap 1,394 be

Water Puqe 23 Pm"

An Boxes 3,09 Bwos

igineer Stakes 745 Stakes

School Kits 1,470lts
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Fill Dirt 352 Cubic Meters

PS? 470 Planks

Concertina Wire 86 Rolls

I. (U) PCSICH ICAL 0?AMTIONs:

1. Statistics. Type and quantity of propaganda media employed.

a* Leaflets Disseminated: 72,364,840

b. loudspeaker Broadcastst 928:00

c. Movies Shown: 123

d. TV Progra, Conducteds 14

e. Quick-Reaction Leaflets: 20,000

f. FYrS Mobile Teaws 42

2. During this quarter aerial broadcasts, standard tapes, and leaflets
were employed to the maximum, along with several new ones developed by
JU&PAO, the 7th MT Battalion, and within the Division. Our major
PS70P effort ws targeted against knowm and suspected NVA and VC positions
as well as against populated areas with known or suspected enemy
sympathizers in an effort to den them freedam of mvvmmt and the
support that is necessary to their survival. Leaflets and posters
were also disseminated, and ground broadcasts conducted in Goverrment
of Vietnam controlled populated areas in an effort to retain and
strengthen the population's support of the Government of Vietnam, keep
a wedge between them and the eemy, and to inform them of the VIP
and medical programs available to them.

3. In compliance with JWAO policies# propaganda was developed within
the Division to exploit 1VA/VC military defeats, and stress RVNAP
victories, and the growing strength of the PA/Fs. This propaganda
was usually in the form of quick-reaction leaflets and live broadcasts
by Hok Chanhe or other Government of Vietnam P30? personnel.

4. A total of 24 Hoi Chanbs rallied to the Goverrment of Vietnam
within the Division AO during this reporting period. This lw figure
can be attributed to a concentrated push in the area of operations
against the anemy, and the resulting movement of the anem deep into
the ountains. WIth the ene deserting the coastal plains, and
piedmont areas, many potential Hbi Chanhe are being denied the
oportunity to rally.
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5. During the reporting period, continued support was provided
during cordon operations to include ground loudspeaker and movie team,
aerial loudspeaker broadcasts and leaflet drops, armed propaganda team
activity, and ;ultural drama team performances.

6. The Division PSYOr printing capability has continued to be
used to the maximu for producing quick-reaction leaflets on Moi
Chanh and all importan. exploitable PSYOP situations that arise.
The printing capability was also utilized to print VCI leaflets
for use during PSOP Mobile Team operations, and to print standard
leaflets when they were needed for an immediate situation and were
not available.

a. Surrender or Die (Forces in the A Shau Valley)

b. Chieu Hi Quick-Reaction leaflets were prepared on ralliers
on the Division PM1OP printing capability for exploitation of these
ralliers in their former base areas. This was done by interviewing
ralliers as soon as possible after they came in. If they could be
exploited, a picture was taken and written statements were obtained.
These wuld then be transferred to a quantity of leaflets suitable
for aerial or ground dissemination in the base areas of the rallier's
former unit. All leaflets of this type were generally a Chieu Hai
appeal with the Hoi Chanh' s written statement concerning the treatment
he was receiving and expounding the merit of the Chieu Hoi Program.

c. Pro-GVN and pro-RF/PF leaflets were produced after victories
by the ARVN, and Popular and Regional Forces. Also mentioned and
praised were the National Police.

7. Leaflets, tapes, and live broadcasts directed at NVA units are
being used in the Division's current operations in the A Shau Valley,
and surrounding areas. Daily aerial broadcasts and leaflet drops are
being made in support of these operations.

8. The Divi;sion is conducting an operation aimed at the Montagnard
tribesman in the A Shau Valley and the surrounding areas. The purpose
of the operation is to persuade them to Chieu Hi and resettle to
Kcntagnard Villages in GVN controlled areas. Since there is no written
language for the ontagnarda, picture leaflets were directed at them
with a theme encouraging them to Chieu fbi.

9. The use of PSYOP obile Team in the Division AD is steadily
increasing. This is due primarily to the eellent working relationship
between the Division PSYO Section and the Revolutionary Develoapent
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Center. A PSYOP Mobile Team consists of a KIDCAP, ground loudspeaker
and/or a movie team, depending on the situation, a cultural drama
team, armed propaganda squad, and Revolutionary Development Team
speakerso The team is usually sent into villages that intelligence
sources indicate have enemy families/sympathizers or active ene
political cadre.

10. Al. ralliers and PWa within the Division AD have reported that
they have been subjected to many Allied broadcasts and leaflet drops.
Most of them stated that they listened to the broadcasts, read the
leaflets and believed what they heard and saw. They also indicated
that many of their comrades wished to rally, but could not as they
had no opportunity because they were being closely watched by their
cadre, and did not have any chance to get into the lowlands.

.. The Division PSYOP Section has just completed a cohesive
effort utilizing all the assets and resources which are available,
to persuade the 4th NVA Regiment to rally to the GVN by persuading
its members that they have been deceived and exploited by the
Goverment of No-th Vietnam and its Communist allies to support
an imnoral, unpopular, and futile cause, and to convince them that
their only means of avoiding death and burial in a lonely unmarked
grave is to Chieu Hoi to the Goverment of South Vietnam, The
operation was initiated on 30 April 1969, and ended 31 July 1969.
An after action report will be sxuhitted.

J. (U) ,ICAL:

1. During the reporting period, the 326th Medical Battalion continued
medical support of all assigned and attached units of the 11st Airborne
Division. Division operations received first priority and MEDCAP
support and special projects were continued in acccrdance with our
manpower, equipment, and supplies availability, The clearing platoon,
C Company, 326th Medical Battalion was deployed twice during the
reporting period in conjunction with Operation APACHE SNOW. Also
deployed during the period was the clearing platoon of A Company to
Tam Ky in support of the 1st Brigade in conjunction with an operation
with the Americal Division. The movement of the Headquarters & Support
Coupsry from Bien Hoa to the area behind Division Support Coimnd
at Camp Eagle was completed on 17 May 1969. This move was initiated
on 1 May 1969. The idusion of Headquarters & Support Company at
the present time is to provide division-level medical service and unit-
level medical service, as required, on an area basis to divisional units
operating in the division base area. These units include HMI 101st
Airborne Division, i1st MP Company, 10th Chemical Platoon, 101st
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HI Detachment, 10C & Band 101st Airborne Division Support CoeM,
426th Supply & Service, 265th RRC, 501st Signal, and 5th Transportation
Battalion. Total population supported is approximately 2500. On 214
July 1969, the Air Ambulance Platoon (Eagle Dust-Off) acquired one (1)
LOH-6A helicopter to use on an experimental basis. It is tne contention
that the 10H can be utilized to make aeromedical evacuation pick-ups in
areas too sUmall to fly the UH-IH to the ground, necessitating the use
of the hoist with jumgle penetrator or stokes litter. It is anticipated
that a 30 day period will give us swugh statistics upon which to
determine the value of the LOH as an aeramedical evacuation helicopter.

2. As in previous quarters, the 326th Medical Battalion has
continued the allocation of its assets in order to provide medical
service to the 101st Airborne Division throughout the entire area of
operation. In addition, the clearing platoon, A Coae:, wRs deployed
with the let Brigade to Tam Ky. Eagle Dust-Off operations have continued
their aercmedical evacuation support of the Division, to include the
support of operations of the lot Brigade at Tam NY. The results of
using a 1OH-6A helicopter for medevac missions will be ccpiled and
reported in the next quarterly OPRK. During the report period, 2137
missions were flown, evacuating 3401 patients (includes 36 GIAs).
The number of hoist missions pulled was 242 with 471 patients being
evacuated. Also, 35 POWs were taken by Dust-Off to medical facilities.

3. The following are the medical statistics for 326th Medical
Battalion for the period 1 May thi-ough 31 July 19691

Total patients seen at clearing station.................. 8,915

Total dental patients .......... .... 2,353

Total admissions ... ...................... 629

Total transferred................................. .. 812

RECAPITUATIOW

.. .................. 46.
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F ~ 5595559.. .......... 333
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Diarrhea .......................ih......................... 596

skin Diseases ................................... ... 1,007

N P ................ ................ ... 368

Gastroenteritis ...................... .. **.............. t 324

Foot Problems ..................................... ... 432

Heat Injuries .... ................. 103

U ..................... so .. ... e.*....... 295

Med Evac Missions . ... .............. . 1,099

Med Cap II Total Number of Persons Treated ............. 483

Medical Supply: 4994 line Items shipped at approximately 26,710 pounds.

K. (U) SIN

The 501st Signal Battalion continued to provide communications
support for Division Operations Kentucky Jumper, Apache Snow,
Campbell Streamer, and to Operation lama Plain conducted by
the 1st Brigade-attached to the Americal Division. It operated
4-channel VF systems at FB's ROY, BASTOGNE, BIRMINGHAM, AIRBRNE,
BERCHTMGADNI, EAGLS NET, CtRRAHEE, BLAZE, RAKKASAN, and to
12 SALLY, CAMP EVANS, and EAGLE BEACH. In the Aerical Division AO,
it operated 4-channel systems between FSB's HAU DOC, PROFESIONAL,
and the Ist Brigade Base Camp at Tam Ky. The Battalion also
operated stations in the Division Amiin/log Net (HP/SW/RTT) and
the Division O&1 Net (HF/SSB/RTT) from Tam Yv to Camp Ugle.
In support of plans for the deployment of a Division TAC Comand
Post the Battalion formulated plans for the installation of five
RT-524's and one CRC-1O6 in a CONEX container, and the installation
of a dismounted AN/MTC-10 in another CONE[ container to ahow
rapidly deployable and responsive coammunications. Dming this
period, the Battalion filled 52 requests for public address
systems, completed 291 work order for organizational electronics
repair, and 331 work orders for direct support maintenance of
crypto equipent.

L. (U) NGINME:

1. Dming the reporting period, engineer assets were heavily
cormitted to fire base construction and improvument in support of
the Division' s Operation Kentucky Jumper. Nine new fire bases were
constructed, ranging from PW DAVIS in northern Thua Thien Province
to FmS atop Bach Na Mountain in the south. Additionally, the
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battalion was responsible for the construction of over 90 landing
zones ard a C7A Caribou pioneer airstrip on the floor or the A Shau
Valley. At the brigade and Dlivision base camps, engineers accomplished
numerous base improvement missions including TOC's, FDC's, helipads,
bunkers, billets, and interior road maintenance. In July, elements
of the 326th Mgineer Battalion constructed a seven kilometer road
between Camp Eagle and FSB PANTHM III.

2. Headqurters and Headquarters Company, 326th Migineer
Battalion, was in general support of the battalion's three24ne
companies for the duration of the reporting period. In that the
equipment platoons are organic to the Headquarters CompazW, they
were directly concerned with all equipment support in the Division's
area of operations. From 1 May through 31 July, the following
equipment support was provided to the battalion's line companies
and Divisional organizations:

D5A Bulldozer - 2221 hours

M450 - 4722 hours

Cat 112F Grader - 1410 hours

Front Loader - 1166 hours

3"4 Backhoe - 587 hours

)M-00 - 590 hours

5 T Dump Truck - 4091 hours

2j T Dump Truck - 2202 hours

a. Providing the above support in the Division's area of operations
required 144 "Chinook" (CH-47) and 192 "Crane" (CH-%) sorties. These
sorties constituted an overall 30% increase over the previous quarter's
requirements. The equipment support rendered by Headquarters Compary
was utilized on more than 16 fire bases with approximately 65 percent
of the quarter's total effort devoted to assist in the construction of
nine new fire bases.

b. In early June, Headquarters Coepz's training of personnel
in techniques of sectionalizing its heavy equipment for air moveent
paid off. The end result was the ten day construction of a C7A
Caribou pioneer airstrip on the floor of the A Shau Valley. Equipment.
including four D5A bulldozers, two M450 bulldozers, tvo TD-6
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bullozers (Seabees), two MRS-laO's, four graders, two backhoes,
five 3/4 ton dump trucks, three 3heepsfoot rollers, two Vibrapacs,
and one 13-wheel roller was staged from Camp Eagle to FSB BIAZE on
5 June and from FSB BLAZE to LZ FOXY on 6 June. C Company's
1st Platoon received the mission of initial land clearing of the
runway, approaches, and clear zones and was inserted with the
infantry security on 5 June.

Initially, the main concern centered around the problem of standing
water. The water table in the valley was extreme3y high and had to be
lowered in order to dry out the soil, chiefly of clay silt composition.
In addition, bomb and shell craters in the area varied from ten to
thirty feet in diameter and were filled with water. After rough
clearing and stripping had been accomplished, parallel drainage
ditches were cut to permit the water to drain. As the runway dried,
the remaining organic silty material on top was stripped and dumped
outside the ditch lines. At station 10+00 (1,000 feet) a 36 inch
diametir culvert, 90 feet long, was placed under the rumay. The
culvert, reassembled at Camp Eagle, was airlifted to LZ FOXY in
four sections ani installed without difficulty. The remainder of the
construction effort was devoted to building up the runway surfaces
and compaction to obtain the desired CBR.

On 13 June, runway marking panels were placed and the strip
was checked by Air Force representatives. A C7A Caribou,
"Flyirg Virginia." landed at 1Z FOXY at 1520 hours. It off-loaded
supplies and departed. The aircraft utilized approxdmate3Y 700
feet of the runaays 1500 feet on both landing and takn-off.
Following the Caribou' s departure, equiment was dismntled for
airlift to Camp Eagle the following morning. Actual construction
time was 54 hours.

c. Five kilomters south of Camp Eagle was the location of a
deserted FSB, designated Panther III (later redesignated FS Arsenal).
In the area surrou ing this FSB and south in the mountain regions,
the enemy launches most of their 122m rocket attacks against Camp
Eagle and Phu Bai military complexes. In order to cover this area
with artillery fire it was decided to reopen Panther III, The
reopening was to have a secondary function also; it was to be
constructed in a very deliberate manner; for use as a training
model as well as a functional FSB. Due to its clos proximity
t: Camp Eagle, it was decided to resuply the FB by road rather
than air. Thus, on 4 July, HHO 326th Vngineer Battalion received
the responsibility lor constructing a road to FS Arecial. Many
different recons were required prior to this date in selecting
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*he final tr&ce. The road started "i follow one ridgeline, but when the
-lopes became prohibitive, side hill cute were reouired. The hill upon
• icn F5B Arsenal is located is very steep and great care hid to be

_-zecise in making these side hill cuts. Two main streams were
-ncourtered a.d in each one were placed 2-60" culverts of 50' length.
No other areas had culverts emplaned of 2-36" In diameter and 30 1
i. lenrto. Construction of the road to Panther III provided
'.'pport to the Division wile concurrently providing training
nd experiente to the engineers. The emplacement and construction

of "Texas Fords" was a first for th. battalion. The topography of
.h-i trace of the road was such that valuable experience in making
side hill cuts and stage method techniques was gained.

The Hadquarters Compa r also had the responsibility of

providing tactical potable water for the Division. To do this
there wore water points at An lo Bridge, F3B CUPRAHEZ, FSB
BI- 'Y'GHAM, Tam Yy, Eatle Beach, and Camp Eagle. During the
quarter 6,342,301 gallons of potabJe water were produced and
1Istr~buted by these water po-LnT-. Other operations successfully
accomplished by the Headquarters Go e, included dust suppression
.t the four principle brigada and Division base camps; reconnaissance
miesions of tactical bridges and lines of coimunicationr, bunkers,
nd towers. Additionally, the co€pwn provided equipment support

of the ist Brigade's reinforcement of the Amrical Division.

3. In -upport of the 45th Engineer Group's construction of
Route 547 from FSB BAS1T'30 to the A Shau Valley, elements of the
326th Engineer Ratltaliun cleared five security laneing zon ne located
Uong the route. MwW of these landing zones had to be rappelled
into due to the thick jungle terrain.

A. 'C) AM AVIA11oN,

1. The mission of the 160th Aviation Group is to provide
aviation support to the Division and aviation special staff Personnel
to the Divislon r{eadquarters.

a. During the 92 day period 1 May 1969 through 31 July 1969,
the i(Oth Aviation Group provided continuous aviation support to
the combat oper&tions of the 101st Airborne Division. Primary
support involved the "Kentucky Jumper" tampaign of which the last
phase of "Massachusetts Striker" waq the major operatian supported.
Additional operations supported during "Kentucky Jusper included
the last ten days of "Bristol Coots," the initial assault of
"Apache Snow" into the 4 ShaU Valley, continuing support of
operatior. "Canpbo~l Streamer% "hich began on 13 July and continues
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as of this date. The 101s AHS has also provided an attack
helicopter platoon to or iort Alpha and Bravao companies located
at Chu Lai in support o he lot Brigade during operation 1asaar
Plain."

b. Concurrent operations supported throughout the reporting
period involved the 1SMC, Special Forces FOB, CCN and the normal
five minute standby for dust-off escort and other emergencies.

2. The following statistical data is provided for the reporting
period:

UNIT IRS FUMfl M TON CA RZOV3IS

101 AH'B 14,866 42,500 46,032 2,701

158 AHB 18,714 51,116 74,130 2,4Z7

159 ASHB 10,151 29,013 64,539 51,218 146

163 Avu Co (GS) 2,412 12,106 10,586

3. Elements of the 160th Aviation Group participated in over
488 combat assaults.

4. 7? incidents of ground fire was recorded. Identification of
incidents by mission is as followst

jM:LK 9fi ~ Z CH-4 -54

Armed Escort 1

Armed Helicopter Clone Support 1

Troop Helicopter Operations 19 1

log Istical Resupply 30 6 1

Other (FOB, CCN, %riffer, 16
Flare, etc.)

5. Aircraft losses incurred during operations are as follows

Combat 6 4 10

Non-Combat 22 8 30
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Totals 28 120

The Division Information Office dtwig the reporting period
submitted 1B79 hometown news releases to the hometown center in
Kansas City. In addition, this office published seven editions
of the Division newspaper, "The Screaming Eagle,' one edition of
the Division magazine, Rendezvous Wth Det . and thefirst
edition of the Division publication, Pictorial Yearbook. 196,

Coverage has been provided for 22 visiting general officers
or equivalent and support has been provided to 63 correspondents.
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II. ;2__ion 2. Laonse Learned: -mmiderl Observatiom. Ealm-
tions and Reecaiation.

A. (U) P- ,

None

B. (d) OP3ATIOtSz

1. Use of Light Observation Helicopter (IDH)

a, Observation: During recent operations the OH-6A has been
particularly valuable in the evacuation of wounded from forward areas
and for delivery of amunition and other essential supplies to elements
in contact.

b. Ivaluation: During periods of heav close contact UH-lH
helicopters (resupply and medical evacuation) were not able to land
in the vicinity of troops without receiving heavy ground fire. The
OH-6A with its great maneuverability and speed was able to get in
and out of -all forward landing zones with little difficulty. There-
fore, casualties were extracted from the forward ZZ, by OH-6A to a
larger secure 1Z away from the contact area. From there they were
further evacuated by the UH-lH MEMVAC aircraft. Ammunition, medical
supplies and water were likewise shuttled by LOH from the secure 1Z
to the forward position, relieving the camander of troops of the
responsibility of carrying these men and supplies over a long
distance. This use of the OH-6A helicopter has become standing
operating procedure in this Division. With contact inent a
mall LZ is cleared to the rear of the attacking troops. The LOH
will provide not only MMZEVAC capability, but will keep the troops
supplied with ammunition and other combat essentials.

c. Recommendation: That this use of the O-6A (IH) be tested
to see if it is feasible in other areas or only peculiar to this
theater.

2. Target Marking Methods for 0-47 Ghmships

a. Observation: During cloudy or misty nights it has been difficult
to accurately direct the fires of the C-47 gunshipe. The serial flares
are not sufficient to light up a target, particularly when the 'wid
carries the flare out of the target area.

b. Evaluation A more accurate means of target indication is
necessary. The 1Imm mortar is an effective system of marking targets
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for the gunships. The mortar is laid on the target and an illumination
round is fired and fuzed so that it ignites just before impact and
cc.ntinues to burn upon hitting the ground. In this manner, the gunship,
while illuminating a general area with its flares, is also aware of the
specific target.

c. Recommendation: Recomend targets for C-47 gunships, during
conditions of adverse visibility, be marked with 81am illuminaticn
rolmds.

3. Sapper Attacks

a. Observation: Elements of this Division suffered four well-planned
and well-executed sapper attacks during the reporting period. Only one
of these attacks was detected prior to the ene=W force penetrating the
defensive perimeter, and this was due to an alert soldier rather than a
sophisticated device.

b. Evaluation: A defensive position manned by alert soldiers
with good observation and fields of fire cannot be breached by stealth.
Reconnaissance bj fire and H and I fires will merely delay an eneW of
this type. Trip flares and other early warning devices can be effectively
neutralized by a careful eneW, but the alert sentry suffers none of
these disadvantages. If given proper rest and proper tools (starlights
and other NOD), the combat soldier can easily disrupt the best laid
plans of a sapper uit. Through increased efforts on training and
mental preparation of the individual soldier, sapper attacks can be
effectively neutralized.

c. Recommendation: That BCT and AIT curriculums include a familiar-
ization course on sapper wits, missions, and tactics.

4. Use of Open Fighting Positions in Static Defense

a. Observation: Defense of static positions cannot rely an heavily
bunkered positions entirely. Only open fighting positions can offer
the degree of observation and fire needed to insure an adequate defense.

b. Evaluation: Pers~om.el in bunkers often have an extremely limited
view of their assigned sectors through portals of the fortification. The
ability to hear is measurably impaired. There is a tendency for personnel
who fight froa a bunker to beccue too comfortable and the chances of
falling asleep are much greater. All of these disadvantages are eliminated
by use of open fighting positions.

c. Recmendatian: That defense of static positions rely primarily
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on open fighting positions backed up by bunkers for protection from
indirect fire.

5. Use of Barrier Wire Within Fire Bases

a. Observationt Iuring sapper attacks supplisentary barrier w "
within the fire base slows down and confuses the sapper should the
perimeter wire be penetrated.

b. Ivaluationt As a result of the mortar and sapper attack on
FB BtCHTMAMI, barrier wire within the fire base proved Invaluable
in confusing and slowing dawti, and channelising the sappers once the
penetrated the perimeter. The supplementary wire is emplaced after
darkness and removed during the day. This concertina supplementary
wire adds depth to the more permanent outer defensive wire.

c. Recamendation: That continuing emphasis be placed on defensive

techniques and tactics.

C. (U) TR1 G

1. Course of Instruction for Egineer Xquipment Repairman

a. Observation: Inspecting and diagnosing engineer equipment
(i.e., chainsave, generators, flame throwers) is very difficult
for the average repairman. The training they received during their course
of instruction in CONIC is inadequate for application hare in Vietnam
where generator power is so critical. When dealing with radar
generators, for example, time lost in improperly identifying the problem
can multiply due to repeir part return time.

b. 3valuation: A school trained engineer equipent man has
little opportunity to become acquainted with the type equipment which
we use and generally lacks the knowledge necessary for the situation.

c. Recomendationt That an in-country school be made available
for instruction and practical exercise on 10 W and other generators,
chainsaws, pumps, compressors, and refrigeration units for men
requiring this instruction.

2. Insertion Procedures

a. Observationt Methods of inserting troops into marginal Z's
or areas where there are no 1Z1 is under continual scrutiny. By
comparison with rappel insertions, use of the hook (CH- 47) with
ladder is a much quicker way to insert ccmnat loaded troops with
their equipment.

, q7
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b. Evaluation: Rappel inserting four men per time takes from
8-16 minutes. The hook with ladder has required as little as 18
minutes to insert 31 fully loaded troops. Prior to deciding which
insertion method will be used, certain items must be taken into
consideritiono The LZ must be relatively secure in order to permit
use of a CH-47. Safety has to be stressed, particularly if the hook
has to depart the area hastily. The beat precaution is to have each
troop rigged with Swiss seat, snap link, and gloves.

c. Recoemendation: Continue to train all individuals in both
insertion methods. Training and execution will be conducted by only
qualified persons. Develop techniques for inserting accompanying
supplies concurrently with the troops by using the same aircraft.

D. (C) CUHnfCA.:

1. Fabricated Grenade Rack System with XK54 CS Hand Grenades
versus XM5, Canister Cluster, Tactical CS, When Used Against Point
Targets

a. Observation: Employment tecniques for the XlQ5 munition
from UH-I helicopters are not sufficiently accurate for useagainst
point targets.

b. Evaluation: 3MI5 CS Cluster are employed against targets by
the bombardier estimating the drop point and the aircraft maintaining
constant ground speed and altitude over the target. Additionally, the
minin-m. employment altitude of 700 feet further reduces accuracy.
Variation of these parameters results in inaccurate drops. The grenade
rack system is independent of aircraft ground speed and altitude and
"lays down" a line source of agent CS reducing the criticality of the
drop point.

c. Rocomaendationt That the fabricated grenad. rack systm be used
in support of troops in contact when engaging point targets or when a
high degree of accuracy is required. The X15 munition system should
be restricted to use against area targets and reconnaissance by fire
roles,

2. Employment of 105in Tactical CS Cartridge, DM629

a. Observation- Large concentrations of 10O tactical CS fires
are high3,v effective against personel in buners without respiratory
protection.

b. Evaluations On two occasions, a total of 255 10mm CS rounds
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were fired on three targets consisting of ene personnel in bunkers.
in one target area close to friendly positions, six to eight NVA
were observed abandoning their bunkers. They appeared to be confused
and ran toward friendly positions where they were killed by small
arms fire. It was also observed that a heavy concentration of CS
was required on the target before the above results were obtained.
When CS rounds are fire point detonating, they can be adjusted closer
to friendly locations than HE. Data corrections given in the firing
table supplement dated November 1967 were not accurate for transfer
from K& to CS resulting in a 500 meter error at a range of 7000
meters. This required the Aerial Observer to adjust to the target
using CS rounds.

c. Recomendation: That batteries fire at zaximum rate of fire
for two to three minutes against all targets engaged with the l05
tactical CS cartridge, XK629 and that the data corrections given in
the firing table supplement be corrected for more accurate transfer
fron HE to CS rounds. Also, the 105m CS round can be used in support
of troops in contact when their close proximity to ene positions precludes
the use of HE.

1. Significant Events and Activities

a. Observation: During the past months significant events within
the Division AO were not published with the local analysis and forwarded
to subordinate, late4ral, and higher headquarters*

b. Evaluations A system of publishing significant information in
perspective was needed. A monthly period was decided upon to take
tactical advantage of trends noted.

c. Solution: A Monthly Intelligence Summary highlighting
significant events and evaluating trends in enem activity was initiated.
It is forwarded to interested coands NLT the 5th day of the month
following the month evaluated.

2. Weekly Tntellignce Target Istimate

a. Observations Pattern analysis revealed large concentrations of
enemy activity throughout the AO. A system of disseminating the
information to tactical colanders was needed.

b. Evaluation: Analysis of concentrated en activity was
published in daily INTSUKS and in special reports, however, insufficient
emphasis was being placed on the ixploitation of these areas of interest.
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c. Solution: The G2 Section initiated a Weekly Intelligence
Targeting Report which consists of a narrative description of
intelligence information and overlays depicting the concentrations
of activ-ty; the report is forwardad to major subordinate and lateral
couands, with an information copy to XXIV Corps.

3. Reduction of Personnel Requiring Tactical Interrogation of
FW' s Support

a. Observation: When Brigade IPW Teams cannot be cnlocated witl
the forward Brigade CP, problems in commniction and timely collectiori,
processing and dissemination of intelligence arise.

bo Ev-luatf..cn: This occurred when the 3d Brigade CP was moved
0-lom Caup 'Nans to FSB Berchtesgadn near the A Shau Valley. The I,;1
Team was left behind, along with other support elements when the 3d
Brigade CP made its move, because there was no room nor adequate
facilities for the teama at the fire bass. Evacuation and exploitatiou
of captured documen s and prisoners was greatly delayed, and interrogitior
reports and document readouts were not reaching Brigade and Division
on a tinely basis. Comunication between Division and 3d Brigade was
often difficult, .ia the separation of the Brivade CP from its home
base and support elements produced difficulties in PW/document
evacuation and in sending interrogators and/or document readout
specialists to tne Brigade CP when required.

a. S-Lution: i order to expedite and simplify IPW support to thf
Brigade, tre Brigade IFW team was temporarily disbanded and rejoined
the IPA Sectiop aL Div!_sion Headquarters, and a two-man interrogation
.,& se~it to F42 0,xrc':-esgzai to support the Brigade, resulting in the

following:

(1) Since transportation is more readily available at Division
Headr-uarters than at Camp Evans or FSB Berchtesgaden, the time element
involved in evacuating prisoners/documents is greatly reduced, and
intelligence excr,.cted frcsi these sources of information reaches tbe
Brigade CF on a mre timely basis.

,2) The n-ed for frequent travel by IPW personnel between Camp
Eagle and Camp Evans was eliminated.

(3) It was found that the two-man interrogation team at 3d Brigade
CP (Forward) can provide the Brigade $2 with immediate support when needed.

F. (U IOISTICS:

1. labeling of Crates at Depots

so
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SUBJCT: Operational Report - ILsoom Learned, 101st Airborne Division

(Airmobile) for Period Wd.ing 31 July 1969, Rm CsFy-65 (Rl) (U)

a. Observation: During this reporting period, a number of
inventories have been taken of stocks on hand. The results of these
inventories have always been less than ideal.

b. Evaluationt Closer gxmination into this area reveals that
the principle cause of inventory liscrepancies stems from lmproper
LMbeling of the contents of crates received. This problem is compounded
by the fact that about 10% of all items received in the Class II, IV
and III areas of cupply arrive identified on TOD as "Gees" and
without DO Form 13A8 attached. Uhtil such time as Depots can take
necessary remedial actlon, a receiving procedure has been instituted
that the contents may have been tampered with (many crates are
opened at Depot and some packs removed for issue). The crate will
later be sealed and Rebanded and Shipped to a DSU for issue with the
lesser quantity indicated on an attached DO Form 1348 which subsequently
becomes separated from the crate and is lost. The receiving DSU
assumes the original quantity indicated on the crate to be correct.
Another comon practice is to reuse uinamaged crates for shipping
supplies from Depots. This practice generates inventory errors in
that should the DD Porm 1348 become detached and lost, the receiving
rU assumes the crate to be filled with the original item. If the
old markings are not obliterated, and they seldon are, the receiver
may not realize that a crate originally marked as containing a certain
item of supply actually contains something elsoe.

c. Recmiemation: That rewsed or partially filled crates be
properly labeled at Depots to reflect' the exact quantity and type item
within the box and that old marainigs be completely obliterated. In
addition, a copy of Db Farm 130t should be glued to the exterior of
each crate indicating the requisitioner' s document number, supplementary
addressee, item nomenclature, 1S, unit of issue, and quantity.

2. hi0ee to Air Items

a. Observation: Mkceeaive dmage to air items is due to smoke
grenades burning nets.

b. Evaluations Nany hook pads on the fire bases are very mall.
It is difficult to keep air items out of the area when smoke grenades
are thrown to signal helicopters. Hwever, the burning of nets with
moke grenades is a useless waste of valuable material.

C. Reccation: That supported units dig a pit to drop
moke genades into and use a guide to direct the pilot where to
release the load.

_3-
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SUBJTi Operational Report - Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division

(Airmobile) for Period Ekding 31 July 109, ACS CSM-65 (Ri) (U,

G. (U) ORGAIA~NI

None

HI. (U) SIGNJ

1. Amplifier (AN-3349) Malfunction

a. Observation: Fluctuations in voltage or low voltage is one of
the main causes of blown amplifiers.

b. Evaluation: Operators must monitor the voltmeter on AN/CRC-142
and AN/VWC-2 radio sets.

c. Recommendation: That operators be instructed on the danger
of operating with voltage fluctuation or low 'voltages.

2. Unsatisfactory RTT Transmissions

a. Observation- Poor RTT transmission has been experienced at
short distances.

b. Evaluation: Tranmission could be improved by proper orientation
and polarization of the antennas.

c. Recomenation: Unless operational necessity dictates othe-
wise, antennas of all stations in a not will be polarized, i.e., whip
to whip and doublet to doublet.

3. Radio Interference

a. Observation: The AS-2169/G (L-P) antenna normally used with
the AN/CC-163 radio will increase the range of FK comunications, but
it may also lead to unwanted interI.erence in another unit's AO.

b. Evaluation: When the 2d Brigade of the 101st Airborne Division
initially deployed to MSE Whip near the A Shau Valley, severe interference
was received from a unit operatin& a movement control net at Da Nang at
distance in excess of 60 I. The unit at Da Nang was using an AS-2169/G
(L-P) anterma with a ST-524 radio. The frequency an which the interferenc-
was experienced had bo assigned to both units on a low power shared
basis. Under normal conditions, both units would have been able to
use the frequency witbout interfering with the other. But due to the
directivity and increased gain associated with the AS-2169/G (L-P)
antenna, the unit in De Nang had increased its effective area of
ccsmiications, and interference resulted on the shared frequency.



SULBJ'XT: Operational Fepart - Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne D vision
(Arnwbile) for Periud hnd~ng 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOFL-65 (RI)

c. Recommen- tion: 'alien using the A$-2169/G kL-P) with a RT
52,4 or PRC-25, care must be taken to insure thatther units are not
interfered with, Likwise, all radio officers, particularly those
who make frequency assi ammits, should be made aware of theme facts
so that they will be able to recognize and solve this type of frequency
problo.

4. Use of Kf'fC-6 V7F Terminal with .he AN/ARC-163 VNF Terminal

a. Observ3tion: Thj AN/MRC-68 and the A6N/-IC-163 Radio Terminals
are compatible.

b, Evaluation: The A/CRC-163 and AN/MRC-68 VHF terminals can
be used together. The combination will provide four voice chanzrils;
,hwever, the two additional TT circuits normally associated with the
Gk-163 will be lost.

c. Recomnendatiz?: That the AN/CRC-163 and AN/MRC-68 be used fr;
p VHF system ,-en like terminals are not available.

I. (U) MANEM

1. Movie Projectors

a. Observation: Under the Closed loop Progri, units are turning
in commercial Bell and Hewell and cemercial Oraflex projectars with
Cine lenses, but are receiving military AN/P-I and military AS-2
type projectors in retw", . with Cine lenses.

b. Evaluation: There are currently eight types of l160 projectors
covered by the Closed iop P-ogram. Of these, five are cimnercial
projectors, manufactured by either Bell and Howell or raflex, and the
other three are military standard projectors. Cine lenses have been
procured for the commercial type projectors and are in the hands of
wnits which 'iave thess projectors. One of the Bell and bwelU models
4s issued with the lens, while the lens is -A separate property ,col
item for the other models. The military standard projectors are not
ica'.-sd with a ine lens, The Cine lens that fits the commercial
projectors will not fit the miltary standard projectors because
of the differences in lens diameter and ftmal distances. On 6 May
1969, USARV Coi-Electronics, waa contacted. They indicated t!at there
was a Cine lens for the AS-2 projector- a. although they did not
have the FSN immeiately available, they indicated that they would
research it. They also indicated that the comercial type projectors
were being phased out of RVN and being replaced by the AN/?T-I and
A5-2 projectors. AS-2 projectors are designed for film account
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(Airmobile) for Period 1ding 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (Fl) (

customers (entertainment) and the AN/PFP-J is designed far TOR
customers (training aid). On 25 Kay 1969, information was received
for the effect that Cine lenses were available for the DK/PFP-l
and AS-7 projectors in limit d quantities, but there is no Cine
lens available, in-country, for the A3-2 projector. The avail-
ability of these two lenses has not reduced the problem because
these are projectors designated for TOE issue rather than troop
morale and entertainment use.

c. Recoamendation: Recomand that all serviceable Cine Lenses,
that are carried as seperate line items, be turned in through
maintenance channels as the respective projectors are turned in
under the Closed Loop Program. These lenses will not fit the
military standard projector they would get in return and are a
high dollar item that could be reissued to other units that do not have
Cine Lens for commercial type projectors. Turn-u- credit, on issue
document DS Form 2765-1, would be given the unit. Recomend that
ICCV initiate immediate action to procure a Cine lens that will
fit the AS-2 projector in a quantity large enough to satisfy all
film account customers who possess AS-2 projectors and/or will
receive AS-2 projectors under the Closed loop Program.

2. AN/PRC-25 Radios

a. Observation: Closed Loop replacement of AN/PRC-25 family
radio is extremely slow.

b. Evaluation: The RT-505 and RT-841 receiver-transmitter for
the AN/INC-25 family radios were declared to be closed loop items
as of 1 May 1969. Under the closed loop program, unserviceable
items that are nonrepafrable at the DS level are turned in through
maintenance channels and a replacement serviceable item is issued
in exchange. As of 4 July 1969, 31 each RT-505's and 4 each RT-841's
have been turned in for closed loop replacement. Of this quantity,
27 each RT-505's (87.1%) and 4 each RT-841's (100%) have been turned
in for a period of 30 days or longer and 12 each RT-505's (38.7%)
and 4 each RT-841's (100%) have been turned in for an excess of
60 days. This is too long a period between turn-in and replacement
for a critical item and for a program that is designed to maintain
a high degree of unit readiness by replacing unserviceable items rapidly.

c. Recommendations Recommend that adequate assets be obtained
to provide closed loop support for an item before the item is declared
a part of the closed loop support program.
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3. Ctrcllad Cr.ntA-lzatin

a. Qoservation: Divisior. units do not berefit frin user--iceatle
=ateriel as a source of serviceable repair parts through a corolled
caniollization point.

b. Evaluation: The I Corps OM Activity is located in Da Nang.
Transportation to move materiel is either through XayI facilities or
by truck convoy. Movement by either of the two means is time contrauing
a nd =ostly to the overment. An attempt has been made to keep unse'vice-
atle materiel on hand to insure the availability of serviceable
sucassemblies and non-supply iteam; however, lack of available
st!rape spece and lack of demands causes the materiel to be shipped With
serviceable items and non-supply items intact.

c. Recination: Recomed that I Corps establish a CCO
Activity in the Northern I Corps. Also it is recommended that I Carps
establish a Controlled Cannibalization Point in the Northern I Ccrps
area. This would provide 911 units with an activity to procure
hard-to get items and non-supply items peculiar to equipment in this
area. A CC&S Activity in the Northern I Corps area would save valuable
man hoursa and reduce the cost of preparation, transportation, shipment
and turn-in of materiel.

J. (U) PS ' cLOGICkL ORATIm S:

None

K. (U) SAEM:

1. Observation: The 158th Assault Helicopter Battalion has bad
seven major accidents at Pinnacle 12's and thre major accidents in
confined areas.

2. Evaluation: Gross weigh was the primary factor in four of
these major accidents. Predeployment training in these areas was
inadequate* In-country check rides did not include operating into
and out of confined or Pinnacle areas.

3. Recommendation: Ninety-day proficiency check rides must
include Pinnacle approaches. Deigated secure pinacles are available
in the Camp Eagle vicinity. Confined area practice may be obtained by
using a bit of ivagLnation in an open area with a tree raw or cluter
making the approach over the trees and a takeoff over the trees. A
hovwing descent into a confined area can be practiced in the same
sort of area by using two trees a safe distance apart. Sphasis must
be constantly plnced on proper supervision of loading by air crews.
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AT71r-XT (- Aug U- let I" 14W ' 5

SUJBJECr Operettional -iejxlrt of P"l! Airborne rlvlsion (AM) for Period
hkiin ' 31 July 1909, NCS C,*MJ-65 (Rl)( )

DA, Head.,uarters, 111V Corps, .K SF 9630 10 SEP 1"S

TO; CM ing %eneral, United States Army, Vietnam, APG SF 96375

1. The 0L of the 101st Airborne Division (AM) has been reviewed at HZ,
XXIV Corps and is forwarded in accordance with USARV Reg 525-15.

2. Except as noted below, Concur with Ccu.mander's ooservations, evaluations
and reccomendations.

a. Reference item concerning Course of Instruction for Engineer Equip-
ment itpairman. section iI, page 48, paragraph Cl; Concur. Recomend USARV
provide and in-country school for instruction and practical exercise in main-
tenance of selected engineer equippent; or, establish a techniaal assistance
tean to visit requesting units and provide 2-3 day instruction in trouble
shooting the particular makes and models of engineer equipment on hand in the
unit.

b. Reference item concerning Employment of 105mm Tactical CS Cartridge,
XM629, section II, page 49, paragraph D2; Nonconcur. A battery of 105mm
hcoitzers firing at a maximu- rate of fire for 2 minutes would place 120
rounds of CS or 480 CS canisters on a target. Considering the amount of CS
contained in each canister, approximately .8 pounds, this procedure vould
over-saturate the target. Experience has shown that the procedures outlined
in paragraph 2C, page II of FT 105-H-6, PROV SUPP 1, November 1967, are ef-
fective for employment of Cartridge, Tactical CS, XM629. The 105mm CS round
can be fired with a point detonating fuze setting, thereby permitting adjust-
ment of the round closer to friendly trocps without endangering these troops.
However, the 105m CS cartridge is designed to operate so that the round func-
tion point is above the terrain and short of the target thereby allowing the
CS canisters to fall on the target and achieve desired area coverage.

c,, Raference item concerning Dmage to Air Items, section II, !age 52,
paragraph F2; Concur. The use of pits fr smoke grenades would not only
preclude the burning of air items but would also prevent grass and brush
fires in the LZ. It is recammended that the information contained in the
observation, evaluation and recommeadation be disseminated to all units.

d. Reference item concerning Radio Interference, section II, page 53,
paragraph H3; Concur with one change. Delete AS-2169/G (L-P) ani substitute
AS-2236/GRC. Coordination with originator revealed the antenna in question
is the AS-2236/GRO which is primarily used by USKO units in Vietnam. ThiL
antenna is highly directional and provides increased gain as opposed to other
antennas associated with the ET 52/ or PRC 25.

C 7
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Ezidin- 31 Jul1Y 19t,9, RcCZ C"2'-65 (fa)(U)

e. . eference ito:,.Y, concer.ing Controlled CariiLaliz'tion, soction 1),
Pavie 56, Paz',Zijlah 13; :1"otcon cur. iOirect ind U~cnu.r--.l suppurl, wL'1t :)C1~
GSU' s) currently h ye limi-ted authority undor U%''A ir ao 750-50, subject:
i,4intenanrce of' Suppl1ies :nd 2Equip~mentv to rcmove items from unecorior.!call y
rcpnlr, .ble eqiuipmecnt prior to evacuation to ni.nnibalizattion points in order
to rwnove essential equipment from deadline.

Fc; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D rPE c. .iCO;

nest Available Copy 1
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CONFIDENTIAL

AVHGC-DST (Z0 Aug 6')) blInd

SUBJECT: Opt-rational Report-Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY, VIETNAM, APO San Francisco

96375 1 7 OCT 1S19

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT,

APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons

Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 July 1969 from Headquarters,

101st Airborne Division (Airmobile).

2. (C) Comments follow:

a. (C) Reference item concerning "Sapper Attacks", section II, page 47,

paragraph B3; concur. The increased incidence of sapper attacks and the

conversion of some NVA to sapper organizations has stimulated a search for

effective countermeasures by US Forces. The requirement to train

personnel bound for Vietnam in sapper tactics was recognized by USCONARC

during a Liaison Team Visit in June 1969.

b. (U) Referencd item concerning "Course of Instruction for Engineer

Equipment Repairman", section II, page 48, paragraph Cl; concur. This

recommendation is being considered in a current evaluation of in-country

training requirements.

c. (C) Reference item concerning "Chemical", section II, page 49,

paragraph ZD; nonconcur. Each system has advantages and disadvantages

when compared with each other. Both systems are suitable for attacking

point targets. The choice of systems should be left to the discretion of the

local commander.

d. (U) Reference item concerning "Labeling of Crates at Depots",

section II, page 51, paragraph Fl; concur. Normal depot procedures call

for changing the markings when the original quantity marked on the crate

is changed or when a container is re-used to ship other than the original

contents. One copy of the DD Form 1348 is stapled in a heavy plastic

envelope on the outside of the container, ind the remaining copies placed

inside the container. A reminder will be ptiblidhed in the October 1969

USARV Commander's Notes.

CONFIDENTIAL NWIP AT 3 YER rWALS;
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AVHGC-DST (20 Aug 69) Zd Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 101st Airborne Division

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)

e. (U) Reference item concerning "Use of AN/MRC-68 VHF Terminal
with the AN/GRC-163 VHF Terminal", section II, page 54, paragraph H4.
This headquarters is not able to concur based upon the information available.
An ECOM representative has been scheduled to visit the Division to further
investigate the recommendation.

f. (U) Reference item concerning "Movie Projectors," section II,
page 54, paragraph I1; concur. Twelve hundred Cine lenses and attachments
are presently on requisition- from CONUS for holders of the AS-2 projector.
The unit should insure that requisitions are current so that there is no delay
in issue when items are received.

g. (U) Reference item concerning "Safety", section TT, page 56, para-
graph 2K; concur. USARV Supplement 1 to AR 95-4, which governs the
Flight Standardization Program, lists those items which must be included
in the 90-day proficiency check ride. Commanders are encouraged to add
training requirements to adapt the check ride listing to local conditions.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

Cy furn:
101st Abn Div (AM)
XXIV Corps

CONFIDENTIAL
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GPOP-LJT (2o Aug 6J) 3d Ind (V)
St:BJiA'T: t.vrati nal Rt-port u 11Q, 101st Airborne Divislon

(Airmobile) for Period Ending 31 July 19691 RCS
CSFOR-65 (RI) (U)

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO San Francisco 96558 30 OCT69

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department
of the Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

This headquarters concurs in subject report as indorsed.

FOR THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF:

CPT, AGC

AaAG
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Inclomwe I (Task (rampution) to QKL, 101st Arbrne Division
for Pwiod ding 3]L Jf9 1%9, WS GsVW-65 (R) (U)

1at Brigad, 101st Aba Div 2d BrLnde. l0lt Div
UmcG AicaL- Wi)

MC 2d BM
Hi lot Me 2-327 In!
1-501 In! 1-327 ln!
1-502 In! 2-501 In!

2-3mArty(-) US)2-5D2 In!
V3 236')(DmS) 2.Aty(S

FM (Pwd Swv Spt Me) M2 w(O
A/326 Ned
B/901 16dut B/326 Ned
1/A/426 Sa c/801. halnt

1/265 NBC 2/A/426 SM6
1/1 mpco 2/265-=
MW/A/5o, Sig /101 Me Co
TACP 2D TIS 47 In Flat (Scout Dog)
42 la Plat (Set Wg) Tom 101 X Dot
557 W! Pt (Cbt Trackers) T/A/5 O1 SITom 101 MI Dot TACP 20 TOS

il AiB 24 PI Dot
B/2-17 Cay

3d Brimde. 101At Abn Riv L

HHD3d ds mt 160 Ajn op
1-5o6 I! 101 Am (-)
2-506 Tin (OF=OQ 2d Bd.) 158 AB
3-187 In! 159
2-319 Ar y (1S) 163 AnH Co
B Co W- 326 W 478 Awn co (-) (C.-5.A)
=359 Avn Sfp Dot
C/)26 Ned 382 Trans Dot
D/801 Mbnt 273 Tram Dot
3/1/426 SO 159 Tram Dot

3/265 R3 169 Trans Dot
3/201 W Co 625 Trans Dot
58 In! Puat (Scot DUS) 327 Trams Dot
Teial l o01 4] D99 Trms Dt
?S1/A/u Bog 520 Tran Dot
TAmP 20 TAP 516 Trans Dot
25 I Det 527 Tans Det
3-5 cay W. (W100) 530 Tr Dot
C/2-34 h (MCM) 649 Tras Do

I" Trw DAt

ncl I
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Inclosa, I (Task Organiationa) to 0111 101st Airborn Division
for Period bdIM 31 JUU 1%9, 69 I-65 (Ri) (U)
Di LLon AjjLU= Dvsa rm

- n l01st Abn Div Arty HW 101 hbn Div
4-77 Arty (ARA) 2-1? Air Coy
A, B/2-% Arty L Co 75 Inf (ranger)(Attachai)
1 Bn 83 Arty (ur=) 332 Trin Dot
A/6-33 Arty (GS 333 Trqs Dot

=/-3 a m 50? Trams Dot
= -ty ) 326 bwg si (-)

2-138 Arty(15?(3 501 SU B(-
A Btry (Avn) 377 Arty 1 Co(-)
331 Trans Dot 265 C (-)
268 Trans Dot 10 Cml Plat
388 Trans Dot 2D Cml Dot
26 Fld Arty Dot (Radar) 22 X Hint Dot
650 Tramns Dot (Acft Hbint) Dot 16, Sub Unit i lot ANCIGO

1.01 HIa net C-)
Division 2Rort CoUmnd 4th Dotj, 7 Psm Bn

7 P2&t, 29 CA Co (DS)
HW and Band 3.01 Post &kchang. Dot
801 ant Bn(W 27& ,gr'n145 Op WS
67 HLint C () Operation location 6
426 =1 Ba (-) 5th W~ther Dot
SCOF' CW 501 Sig Ba mlatb/1-" Arty (AMP) (GS)
326(Md o Sc . 29 Arty ( ght) (Gs)
5 Tram Dot (Acft Iknt) Sec/G/65 Arty (=Wa50) (G )

Task Force 3-506
(OPCON I rnV Phan Thist)

D/2-320 Arty (M)
flt/M/3 326 hgr
3-506 M1 Dot (Prov)
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